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Leafy Greens 
 

 

Arugula, Astro   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Astro organic arugula seeds produce a plant with less 
lobed and more strap-like leaves. It has a milder flavour than regular 
arugula. Astro is perfect for baby greens in early spring and fall - even in 
winter, as it's very cold-hardy. Baby greens are ready to cut in only 21 days. 
Arugula is very well suited to micro-green growing. As micro-greens, it is 
delicious and tender, intensely flavoured, but delicate on the palate. With 
a nutty, spicy taste that is sometimes pungent or peppery, arugula perks up 
salads, sandwiches, and even pizza. It is very cold-hardy and has a milder 
flavour when grown in cool weather, and it is also high in Vitamin A and 
potassium.  
 
Arugula, Astro Organic Matures in 30-40 days.   

 Good cool weather growth 
 Nice in containers 

 
SKU: ARU-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (9 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Arugula, Bellezia   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! While technically this variety is a perennial, growers 
and home gardeners will probably prefer growing it as a fast-maturing 
annual crop. Bellezia Organic arugula features highly upright growth for 
dense planting and easy harvesting. The leaves are darker green than 
most, with good-looking serrated edges and mild flavour. Bellezia organic 
arugula is the perfect arugula for raw salads or salad mixes and makes 
excellent micro-greens. It is suitable for container growing throughout the 
year and features intermediate resistance to downy mildew.  
 
Arugula, Bellezia Organic Matures in 51 days.   

 Upright growth  
 Dark green leaves  

 
SKU: ARU-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (9 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Arugula, Rocket (Roquette)   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A spicy, strong-tasting spinach-like salad green with a 
delicious nutty flavour. Very popular in salads or cooked like Spinach. Quick 
growth and cooler weather are best for this plant. Plants can grow to about 
a metre (3') tall.  
 
Arugula, Rocket (Roquette) Organic Matures in 30 or 40 days. 

 Quick growing 
 Cool season crop 
 Flowers are edible 
 A member of the Brassica family and rich in folic acid, 

vitamin C and B-complex 
 
SKU: ARU-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (9 seedlings per pot) 
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Baby Bok Choi 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC!  
Bok choy, pak choi or pok choi is a type of Chinese cabbage, used as 
food. Chinese varieties do not form heads and have green leaf blades with 
lighter bulbous bottoms instead, forming a cluster reminiscent of mustard 
greens. 
 
Bok Choy or Pac Choi Organic Matures in 30 or 45 days. 
 
SKU: BOC-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Bok Choy or Pac Choi   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC!  
Bok choy, pak choi or pok choi is a type of Chinese cabbage, used as 
food. Chinese varieties do not form heads and have green leaf blades with 
lighter bulbous bottoms instead, forming a cluster reminiscent of mustard 
greens. 
 
Bok Choy or Pac Choi Organic Matures in 30 or 45 days. 
 
SKU: BOC-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Broccoli, Calabrese  
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Dark green plants grow 45-75cm (18-30") tall with a 
variable bluish-green central head between 8-20cm (3-8") across. 
Calabrese organic Broccoli has abundant side shoots that keep coming 
until frost. Sow Calabrese organic broccoli seeds in early March indoors, or 
in May and June for a fall harvest. This heirloom broccoli variety arrived in 
North America with Italian immigrants in the late 1880s, probably centuries 
old. What Calabrese lacks in terms of uniformity, it more than makes up for 
in rich flavour.  
 
Broccoli, Calabrese Organic Matures in 60 days.  

 Dark green 10cm (4") heads 
 Great flavour and texture 
 Developed in Italy hundreds of years ago 
 Open-pollinated seeds 

SKU: BRO-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Broccoli, Raab Rapini      
Heirloom Broccoli Rapini is actually from the turnip family. They are green 
cruciferous vegetables with edible leaves, buds, and stems; they resemble 
Broccoli but do not form a large head. They are a mix between Broccoli 
and Spinach, boasting a sweet, nutty flavour. Broccoli rabe is an excellent 
source of vitamins A and C; it's also rich in potassium and magnesium. 
Rapini is known for its bitter taste and is particularly associated with 
Mediterranean cuisine. They are a traditional Italian vegetable with 
beautiful shoots and leaves that have recently become a popular culinary 
ingredient in North America. Prepare Broccoli rabe as a side dish to 
accompany meat-based entrees or served on sandwiches, pasta, or even 
pizza and burgers.  
 
Broccoli, Raab Rapini Matures In 42 Days  

 Open-pollinated variety 
 
SKU: BRO-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cabbage, Caraflex   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Caraflex Organic Cabbage seeds are summer 
harvest. Plant Caraflex cabbage more densely; it is small, very pointed, and 
highly uniform heads. Caraflex has tight wrapper leaves that protect the 
tender, crunchy, sweet interior from weather and pests. Very nice flavour 
for a summer harvest cabbage. Fresh, sweet, and tender cabbage leaves. 
These pointed cabbages tend to be milder and sweeter and have more 
tender leaves than round heads. Caraflex has excellent holding capability 
and firmness and produces 1.5-2 lb heads, storing for up to 8 weeks. 
Caraflex presents well as a baby cabbage and is the RHS Award of Garden 
Merit winner.  
 
Cabbage, Caraflex Organic Matures in 50 to 65 days.  

 Tender, crunchy, sweet interior 
 Tight wrapper leaves  
 This shape is popular in Europe 

 
SKU: CAB-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cabbage, Napa Wong nga pak, Da bai cai 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Napa cabbage is a type of Chinese cabbage 
originating near the Beijing region of China that is widely used in East Asian 
cuisine. Since the 20th century, it has also become a widespread crop in 
Europe, the Americas and Australia. Napa cabbage is a vegetable that is 
an excellent source of vitamins C and K that can be incorporated into a 
variety of main courses and side dishes. 
 
Cabbage, Napa Organic Matures in 60 to 70 days.  
 
SKU: CAB-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Cabbage, Primero Hybrid    
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! An early, compact cabbage with a deep ruby red 
colour that has a sweet taste and tender texture is perfect for a single meal. 
A very productive variety, great for tight space plantings with an average 
head weight of 2-3 pounds. Grow this tasty red cabbage in less space! It 
performs well in heat and resists splitting; the head will hold if harvest is 
delayed.  
 
Cabbage, Primero Hybrid Matures in 72 days.  

 Dark red 
 Sweet flavour 

 
SKU: CAB-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cabbage, Farao     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Farao cabbage is a hybrid green cabbage of the ball 
head form, forming a tight head of dense leaves. The leaves are deep 
green, and the heads grow to about 3 or 4 pounds (1-2 kg.). In addition to 
the compact head, Farao produces a generous layer of looser, protective 
outer leaves. The flavour of Farao cabbage plants is mild and peppery. The 
leaves are thin and tender. Farao cabbage is excellent for stir fries but will 
hold up to pickling, sauerkraut, and roasting. You can even eat it raw and 
fresh if you would like.  
 
Cabbage, Farao Matures in 63 days. 

 Mild and peppery flavour 
 
SKU: CAB-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cabbage, Tokyo Bekana     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Tokyo Bekana is a loose-head Chinese cabbage from 
Japan. The light green leaves curl at the edges, delicate leaves similar to 
lettuce in texture. Although this heirloom variety can be grown to full size for 
cooking, the baby leaves are spectacularly raw and work particularly well 
in salad mixes. Its delicate leaves develop succulent white petioles at full 
size, making it suitable for bunching. Tokyo Bekana cabbage is slow to bolt 
in summer and is hardy enough to grow all winter if you provide some 
cover.  
 
Cabbage, Tokyo Bekana Organic Matures in 40 days.  

 Sweet flavour 
 Does not bolt in summer 

 
SKU: CAB-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Cabbage, Winter King Savoy      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Large, dark green heads have that classic savoy 
crinkled texture and sweeten up nicely after frost. Enjoy savoy cabbage stir-
fried or braised in butter. The thicker outer leaves make great cabbage 
rolls. Winter King Savoy cabbage is a northern adapted savoy type, an 
excellent English heritage variety that fits right here in Ontario. Fully green 
and more savoyed, it is also a perfect companion to the other super winter-
hardy cabbage.  
 
Cabbage, Winter King Savoy Matures in 120-180 days.  

 Cool-weather hardy 
 Best after frost 
 English heritage variety 

 
SKU: CAB-106   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Callaloo, Red & Green, Chinese Spinach    
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Callaloo has been a staple food in Western Africa for 
thousands of years; it remains a common and favourite vegetable 
throughout the Caribbean. Callaloo can be grown quickly and harvested 
regularly. This mild-tasting, super nutritious leafy green brings exquisite colour 
to salads and plenty of chlorophyll to stews and soups. You can reap the 
Callaloo seeds as a protein-rich, gluten-free grain. Most growers obtain 
about six harvests per plant from Callaloo before it begins to flower and 
form seeds. Callaloo is hardy and can cope much better with heat and dry 
conditions than other leafy greens. 
 
Callaloo, Red Organic Matures In 50 Days 

 Heirloom 
 Cope with extreme heat and drought 

 
SKU: CALL-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Callaloo, Green     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Callaloo is a fast-growing tall leafy green from the 
amaranth family. You can harvest the young tender leaves or the mature 
leaves/stems for cooking. It's an incredibly nutritious green that can also be 
juiced and added to your favourite green juice recipe. The flower buds and 
seeds can also be eaten. Callaloo, the dish, originates in West Africa. The 
plant was domesticated in Africa and is cherished in many parts of the 
Caribbean. It is rich in flavour and nutrition and an incredibly resilient, self-
sufficient, and prolific crop, making it an ideal superfood.  
 
Callaloo, Green Organic Matures In 30 Days 

 Self-sufficient crop 
 Wind pollinated. 

 
SKU: CALL-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Callaloo, Red Amaranth     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Amaranth is one of the world's superfoods, chalked full 
of minerals. Amaranth (Red Callaloo) is used in a dry form as a tea 
substitute, a healthy sautéed side dish or a high protein source in baking 
recipes or smoothies. Young shoots and leaves can be eaten raw in salads. 
Grows fast and up to 6 feet. Every part of the plant is edible—an excellent 
and versatile plant. See recipes in "Lucinda's Authentic Jamaican Kitchen" 
by Lucinda Scala Quinn (Wiley). Don't forget to dry the extra plants for a 
winter pick-me-up tea, add honey & lemon, and you're good to go. 
 
Callaloo, Red Matures In 50 Days 

 Not frost tolerant 
 
SKU: CALL-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cauliflower, Snowball     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Snowball organic cauliflower seeds produce a self-
blanching heirloom for spring plantings. Early Snowball cauliflower grows 
excellent, uniform snowy white, solid heads 6-7" (15-18cm)  across. Start the 
seeds inside early for a good harvest before the summer heat kicks in. 
Cauliflower is surprisingly easy to grow, but some tried, and accurate tips will 
help you succeed better. 
 
Cauliflower, Snowball Organic Matures in 55 days.  

 Fully domed curds 
 Heirloom 

 
SKU: CAU-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Cauliflower, Cheddar Hybrid     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Cheddar cauliflower produces deep orange 
smooth, domed heads with medium weight and firm curds. The hue 
comes from the extra beta-carotene naturally stored in its florets, 
giving this cauliflower 25 percent more vitamin A than the more 
common white variety. The plants are medium-sized with strong 
leaves and tolerate summer heat better than other orange varieties. 
Like other vegetables in the Brassica family, cheddar cauliflower 
comes into peak season during the fall, when the cool air lends a 
deep sweetness. It tastes slightly more sugary and creamier than the 
white variety. 
 
Cauliflower, Cheddar Hybrid Matures in 80 Days 
 
SKU: CAU-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Celery, Tango      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Improved breeding makes Tango the celery of choice 
for many growing conditions; it excels in southern Canada and the northern 
US. Also, its stringless stalks have very little fibre but a high-water content 
and retain a remarkably refined taste. Tango organic celery leaves are 
intensely aromatic and valuable in soups and savoury dishes of all kinds. 
Tango matures a little earlier than others, and an expert recommends this 
for market growers and home gardeners. Plus, it's open-pollinated, so it's 
well-suited for seed saving—winner of the RHS Award of Garden Merit. 
 
Celery, Tango Coated Organic Matures in 85 days.  

 Remarkably refined taste 
 Excels in southern Canada and Northern US 

 
SKU: CEL-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Celery, Redventure      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Beautiful, crunchy stalks full of celery flavour, but red in 
colour, fading to an almost golden pink. The contrast with the dark green 
leaves makes this variety a stunner! The celery leaves have a charming, 
powerfully savoury aroma, adding a wonderful rich undertone to 
vegetable soups. The stems are narrow and crunchy, with distinctive fibres - 
perfect for adding a crisp texture to dishes like potato salad. 
 
Celery, Redventure Organic Matures in 100-110 days.  

 Red, fading to golden pink 
 Crunchy and flavourful 
 Nice dark leaves 

 
SKU: CEL-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Celery, Beijing Pink       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This easy-to-grow variety completes the nutritional 
rainbow! Pink celery is popular in Beijing, where attractive pink stalks serve in 
high-end restaurants. This tasty Asian-type celery is an excellent choice for 
beginner gardeners, as it is much easier to grow than European-type 
celery. The flavour is yummy and lightly sweet, the texture is light and 
crunchy, and its eye appeal is unstoppable. Its brilliant bubble gum pink 
colour makes it a delightful addition to the veggie patch and market 
display. Sure to be the next exciting, colourful crop for fresh vegetable 
marketing. We are excited about the culinary potential of this nutritious and 
fun variety. It is easy to grow, and even the baby plants are stunning neon 
pink.  
 
Celery, Pink Organic Matures in 100-110 days.  
 
SKU: CEL-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 
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Chard Swiss, Rainbow     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Rainbow organic Swiss chard produces thick yellow, 
crimson, gold, orange, violet, purple, white, green, and pink stems with full-
savoy leaves; the seeds can be planted in large containers. The colours are 
richest at full maturity, so give it some time to deliver the rainbow effect. The 
immature leaves are nutrient-dense, tender and excellent in salads, while 
the cooked mature leaves and stalks have a milder flavour than standard 
Chard and cooked Spinach. 
 
Chard Swiss, Rainbow Organic Matures in 60 days.  

 Thick multi-coloured stems 
 Can be planted in large containers 
 Open-pollinated seeds 

 
SKU: CHA-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Chard Swiss, Ruby Red     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This excellent and richly flavoured heirloom variety has 
wide stalks and veins that are bright scarlet red and deeply crumpled 
leaves that are rich dark green. Cook the stalks as you would asparagus 
and the leaves as you would Spinach, or enjoy both raw in salads. Ruby 
Red Swiss Chard or Rhubarb Swiss Chard is a reliable old variety that first 
arrived on the market in 1857 and has been winning fans and feeding 
families ever since. Swiss Chard is a rich source of vitamins A, K, and C, and 
is an excellent source of minerals, dietary fibre, and protein. Winner of the 
RHS Award of Garden Merit. 
 
Chard Swiss, Ruby Red Matures In 60 Days. 

 Wonderful richly-flavoured heirloom 
 Rich dark green or purple leaves 
 Open-pollinated 

 
SKU: CHA-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Chard Swiss, Fordhook     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Fordhook Swiss chard seeds produce dark green, 
savoyed leaves with thick, greenish-white stalks. This cold-hardy variety is 
versatile, reliable, and flavourful. It can also stand up well in the summer 
heat. The Fordhook in its name refers to Fordhook Farm, a research farm run 
for the Burpee seed company from the 1750s until 1981. Fordhook Swiss 
chard seeds perform well and provide abundant crops all season, even 
after a light frost. When harvesting leaves, carefully cut them from the 
crown; this will allow new leaves to sprout from the old crown and increase 
the harvest time of individual plants.  
 
Chard Swiss, Fordhook Matures in 60 days.  

 Does well in the summer heat 
 Open-pollinated seeds 

 
SKU: CHA-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Chives      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Sow Chives Organic seeds at any time of year. Hardy, 
perennial, and easy to grow, the chopped stems and pink flowers add a 
fresh, mild green onion flavour to sandwiches, salads, and baked potatoes. 
Divide the clumps in spring or fall; if grown in containers, divide frequently 
enough to provide constant lateral growth. Chives are surprisingly hardy; 
harvest them all winter if given some protection from extreme cold. They 
are also drought tolerant, so they're good candidates for xeriscaping. In 
addition, edible flowers attract bumblebees, hoverflies, and other 
beneficial garden insects. 
 
Chives Matures in 115 days.  

 Easy to grow in containers 
 Attracts pollinators 
 Edible flowers 

 
SKU: CHI-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Collards, Champion      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Champion Collard is an improved version of the Vates 
collard with exceptional heat and cold tolerance. It developed as a hybrid 
in 1979 but is now a stabilized, open-pollinated variety; it's a cold-hardy 
member of the cabbage family grown for cooked greens. The compact 
dark-green, cabbage-like, thick leaves are gathered all winter and can be 
steamed, boiled, or stir-fried well into spring. Treat Champion collard seeds 
precisely as you would kale. They are both super cold and hardy but can 
tolerate summer heat with no problem. As with other cruciferous 
vegetables, some studies have indicated that consuming collard greens 
can reduce the risk of certain cancers, including prostate and pancreatic. 
 
Collard, Champion Matures in 60-80 Days 

 Steam, boil or stir fry 
 Gathered all winter 

 
SKU: COLL-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Collards, Groninger Blue     
ORGANIC! Dutch heirlooms have been grown and eaten for centuries in 
central Holland. Young leaves are flat with tender, juicy red stems. These 
may be harvested in spring when about 6" and continue harvesting through 
the spring and winter. Grow as you would other kales. Use in salads, stir-fries, 
soups etc. and enjoy the delicate taste of this hardy winter variety that 
resembles Red Russian but has more tender and juicier leaves.  
 
Collards, Groninger Blue Matures in 50 Days 

 Light frost improves flavour and sweetness.   
 Used as a baby green, microgreen, or bunch. 

 
SKU: COLL-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Cucamelons, Mexican Sour Gherkins     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Mexican sour gherkin is a flowering plant in the 
cucurbit family grown for its edible fruit. Its native range spans Mexico to 
Venezuela. A fast-growing, vining plant, the cucamelon is a frost-tender 
plant. It's a perennial in tropical climates but grown as an annual in other 
environments and planted in the spring. Small yellow flowers appear in the 
late spring to early summer, followed by the striped, green fruits, which are 
about the size of a large grape. The flesh of the fruits is white. Cucamelons 
have a unique crunch and a cucumber-like but slightly tangy flavour. 
Cucamelons self-pollinate from male and female flowers on the same plant 
with the help of the wind and garden pollinators.  
 
Cucamelons, Mexican Sour Gerkins Matures in 60-70 Days 

 Grow best in full sun, meaning at least six to eight hours of 
direct sunlight on most days 

 
SKU: GHE-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cucumber, Marketmore     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Marketmore cucumber seeds yield a smooth, refined, 
dark-green slicer with a crisp crunch and sweet flavour. Marketmore 
cucumber is an early maturing cucumber that grows to 20-23cm (8-9") long 
with slightly shorter vines than other varieties, so you can space them more 
densely and get a higher yield in a small garden. Marketmore is very 
productive in the greenhouse and raised beds.  
 
Cucumber, Marketmore Matures in 68 days.  

 Makes great pickles 
 High yielding 
 Superb for slicing 
 Highly disease resistant 
 Resistant to mosaic, scab & more 

 
SKU: CUC-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (3 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cucumber, True Lemon      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Lemon cucumbers are delicious, and you will love 
them. They are crisp, delicious, the size, shape, and colour of a lemon, and 
have a nice lemony flavour. Their skin isn't thick and waxy, so there is no 
need to peel. They are burpless, containing little to no cucurbitacin, which 
causes bitterness and indigestion. They are the perfect size for snacking and 
slice up great for sandwiches or pickles. They are a little late to start, but 
they stay productive later in the season and are easier to see when 
harvesting. Disease resistant and best eaten before they turn yellow. Lemon 
cukes are Heirlooms introduced initially in 1894. 
 
Cucumber, True Lemon Organic Matures in 65 days.  

 Lemony flavour and never bitter 
 No need to peel 
 Disease resistant 
 Heirlooms, introduced in 1894 

 
SKU: CUC-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Cucumber, Wisconsin SMR-58 Pickling     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Developed at the University of Wisconsin in 1959, this 
ever-bearing cucumber produces masses of small crisp, sweet fruits over 
the growing season if kept well-picked—one of the best cucumber varieties 
for pickling. Wisconsin SMR-58 cucumber seeds performed better outdoors 
than in the greenhouse. Resistant to scab and Mosaic Viruses.  
 
Cucumber, Wisconsin SMR-58 Pickling Matures in 55 days  

 Crisp and sweet 
 Produces masses of fruits 
 One of the best for pickling 

 
SKU: CUC-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (3 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cucumber, Jamaican Burr Gherkin 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A rare and unique cucumber relative originating in 
West Africa and brought to Jamaica via the trans-Atlantic slave trade in the 
1500s. A popular vegetable in Jamaica, it is earlier and more productive 
than the standard strain. Best eaten when small and young; it has a mild, 
slightly tangy flavour and a pleasing crunch, burr gherkins are fantastic 
pickled, cooked in stews and stir fry, and raw. Very versatile, they can be 
used like cucumbers or cooked like squash. The plants are unbelievably 
productive, outproducing every other cucumber. They are more resistant to 
disease and insects than cucumbers and squash. Grow similarly to 
cucumbers, the love to climb up trellises. 
 
Cucumber, Jamaican Burr Gherkin Organic Matures in 65 days.  

 Originating in West Africa 
 Tangy flavour 
 Resistant to disease and insects 

 
SKU: GHE-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Cucumber, Suyo Long      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This cucumber is an Asian slicer reminiscent of those 
English-style cucumbers in grocery stores; this variety offers crisp, non-bitter, 
ribbed cucumbers with deep green colouring. Fruits grow to 12-14" in 
length, and their crispness is excellent for summer salads. Well-amended soil 
with consistent watering will give you good yields of good size fruits.  
 
Cucumber, Suyo Long Matures in 65 days  

 great for slicing 
 
SKU: CUC-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (3 seedlings per pot) 
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Eggplant, Black Beauty       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Dark purple to almost black-skinned, glossy, oblong, 
large fruits forming early on sturdy plants. This heirloom, grown for over 100 
years, is a heavy producer with up to 12 fruits per plant but needs lots of 
heat. Try it under a cloche or with some plastic mulch over the soil. Even 
without extra help, Black Beauty Organic eggplant seeds will be productive 
in coastal gardens. Expect eight to ten fruits per plant. This variety performs 
well in containers that are five gallons or larger. Half barrels would be 
perfect. 
 
Eggplant, Black Beauty Matures in 74 days.  

 Heirloom 
 Great in containers 

 
SKU: EGG-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Eggplant, Diamond      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC. A high-yielding open-pollinated variety, Diamond is an 
early maturing eggplant with cold-climate adaptation and can produce 
well even in northern climates. It is ideal for growing in regions with short 
seasons or cool summers. The appealing, slender 10-15 cm (4-6 inch) dark 
purple fruits hang in clusters and has a nice, firm texture with a mild flavour 
and no bitterness. Delicious, roasted or grilled with a splash of olive and a 
dash of salt and pepper. 
 
Eggplant, Diamond Matures in 70 days 

 Both high-yielding and open-pollinated 
 Performs well even in cooler climates 
 Slender fruits with a firm texture and no bitterness 

 
SKU: EGG-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Eggplant, Gboma  
ORGANIC! The Gboma Eggplant is a famous green throughout West, 
Central, East Africa and Southeast Asia; the plant also grows in the 
Caribbean and South America. The small, densely nutritious leaves, stems, 
and flowers are edible (best blanched and then sautéed) and prepared in 
a fashion similar to collard greens. The leaves are ready for harvest in 40 
days. Gboma Eggplant is heat and drought-tolerant and a perfect staple 
green for anyone looking for a boost of healthy bitter greens. A top-notch 
tropical permaculture plant! Featured in William Woys Weaver's 100 
Vegetables and Where They Came From. Do not use this plant without 
cooking. 
 
Eggplant, Gboma Matures in 80-100 Days 

 Indigenous vegetables of Africa, the leaves are edible and 
nutritious 

 Rich in micronutrients such as vitamins and minerals. 
 Heat and drought tolerant 

 
SKU: EGG-103   |   Seedlings: $5.25 (2 seedlings per pot) LTD 
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Eggplant, Little Finger      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Slender, deep purple fruit with thin skin and mildly 
sweet flesh. The 15cm (6") fruits have very few seeds and grow in clusters. 
Best harvested young when skins are glossy, the tender fruits cook quickly 
and are also suitable for pickling. This early and productive eggplant is 
adapted for year-round growing and is a good choice for container 
growing. 
 
Eggplant, Little Finger Matures in 65 days 

 Early, productive 
 15cm (6") fruit with thin skins and few seeds 
 Fruit grows in clusters 

 
SKU: EGG-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Eggplant, Millionaire      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Early, long, slender oriental type. 200g (7oz),  
glossy dark purple produces high yields of 8 to 10" long glossy dark purple 
eggplants. This early maturing plant produces high yields of 8 to 10" long 
glossy dark purple eggplants. Very delicious and tender. The creamy flesh is 
nearly seedless too. Great for stir-frying dishes and does well in hot weather. 
Suitable for container gardening, greenhouse, and open field production.  
 
Eggplant, Millionaire Matures is 60-65 days. 
 
SKU: EGG-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Eggplant, Rosa Bianca       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This eggplant is simply elegant from Sicily; its light pink-
lavender fruit has soft white shading and a gently scalloped form. Mild flesh 
is very popular with chefs and gardeners alike! Rosa Bianca Eggplant is a 
delicately sweet, mild flavour with a creamy consistency and no bitterness. 
 
Eggplant, Rosa Bianca Matures in 70-80 Days 

 An Italian heirloom variety 
 Perfect for grilling and baking 

 
SKU: EGG-106   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Eggplant, Shiromaru      
ORGANIC! Shiromaru Eggplant is early and among the best-eating varieties. 
The tender white flesh stays firm in cooking; the rich flavour is edged with 
delicious floral notes that make it a unique addition to various dishes. Green 
eggplants are famous in Japan for their superior taste and beauty. Fruit can 
grow huge but remain perfect for eating.  
 
Eggplant, Shiromaru Matures In 70-80 Days 
Full Sun 
 
SKU: EGG-107   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Eggplant, Snowy      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This one has the most delicate flavour of all the 
eggplants we grow—probably the earliest, making it a great one for market 
gardeners. Very productive, and it has been one of our favourites for 
years—elegant snow-white eggplant with medium-thick skin and delicate 
sweet flavour. Snowy's texture is firmer and meatier than most, holding up 
well in cooking and handling. Upright, sturdy plants are well adapted to 
many growing conditions. Earliest maturing and well suited for containers as 
it is a compact plant. 
 
Eggplant, Snowy Matures In 65 Days 

 Open Pollinated  
 Heirloom 

 
SKU: EGG-108   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Gai Lan, (Chinese Broccoli, Gai lon, Chinese Kale) 
Gai Lan in Cantonese or jiè lán in Mandarin, is one of the healthiest Chinese 
leafy greens vegetable with thickish stems and small florets. It's a cruciferous 
vegetable, rich in nutrients. Gai lan is thought to have originated in the 
Mediterranean and is one of the oldest varieties of Brassica cultivated. You 
can find this vegetable with thicker, mature stems as well as younger, more 
tender stems. Gai Lan, Kai Lan, Chinese broccoli, or Chinese kale belongs 
to the cabbage group and tastes more  like broccoli. It’s often stir-fried with 
garlic or quickly blanched and served with oyster sauce. Like broccoli, it’s 
incredibly versatile and hearty – you can substitute it anywhere you have 
broccoli or kale. All Gai Lan varieties are relatively cold-hardy for fall or 
winter harvests if some protection is provided. Gai Lan also makes extremely 
nutritious sprouts and microgreens. Its thick stems stay crunchy and 
succulent when steamed or stir-fried.  
 
Gai Lan, Matures In 50-60 days. 
 
SKU: GLAN-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Kale, Lacinato Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Sow Lacinato Organic kale seeds in the spring and 
early summer. A most elegant-looking vegetable, the long, dark green 
leaves shoot from the central stem like ostrich plumes. Lacinato is often 
referred to as Dinosaur Kale due to its large size and distinctive, prehistoric 
look; it grows 1m (3') tall with deeply blistered, strap-like leaves that are 
frost-hardy but tender when cooked. It is an heirloom descendant of 
Mediterranean kale. Plant Lacinato Organic kale seeds in your organic 
vegetable garden and harvest this popular and nutritious superfood from 
summer to late fall. 
 
Kale, Lacinato Organic, Matures in 65 days.  

 Upright growth 
 Long, strap-shaped leaves 
 Nutritious superfood 

 
SKU: KAL-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Kale, Red Russian     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Red Russian Organic Kale Seeds grow flat, toothed, 
grey-green leaves with bright purple stems and veins that brighten and 
sweeten after frosts. Tender for salads and good for bunching, the red and 
purple hues turn a rich, dark green colour when cooked. Red Russian kale is 
richer in vitamins and minerals than other greens and is disease-resistant—
heirloom seed. This organic strain has very smooth, gently lobed baby 
leaves. Highly cold tolerant, this kale can overwinter in moderate climates. 
 
Kale, Red Russian Days to maturity: 21 days for baby leaves, 50 days to full 
size 

 Tender, sweet leaves great for salads 
 Rich in Vitamins 
 Cold tolerant, will overwinter. 

 
SKU: KAL-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Kale, Vates Blue Curled     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Sow slow-bolting Vates Blue Curled kale seeds in early 
spring for summer harvests or July for fall and winter harvests. Vates is a low-
growing dwarf type with finely curled blue-green leaves. It's suitable for 
large containers (minimum five gallons) for patio growing. It grows to only 
30-40cm (12-16") tall, and about 60cm (24") in diameter. Like most kale 
varieties, it's incredibly tender and sweet after a light frost. 
 
Kale, Vates Blue Curled Matures in 50-80 days [slower in winter].  

 Finely curled blue-green leaves 
 Especially tender after frost 
 Grows to only 30-40cm (12-16") tall 

 
SKU: KAL-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Komatsuna, Green mustard 
Often known as mustard spinach, its leaves are tender and mild. 
Komatsuna Green mustard is a cut-and-come-again crop at any growth 
stage, and it has excellent bolt resistance and cold tolerance to grow all 
year round. Komatsuna is a traditional ingredient in Japanese cooking; 
used steamed or stir-fried or in salads and soups. Green Komatsuna is one 
of the most nutrient-dense vegetables. It's delicious raw or cooked - try a 
bunch of leaves as a salad or toss some leaves into a soup or stir-fry. It works 
in containers, and its very cold hardy, so you can grow it all winter long if 
you provide some protection from hard frost. 
 
Komatsuna, Green Mustard Matures In 21 Days. 
 
SKU: MUS-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Komatsuna, Red mustard 
HYBRID! Komatsuna Red mustard tolerates heat well and can be planted 
from spring to fall. Great for in containers on the balcony. The leaves are 
round, flat, and purple on top, with green undersides and stems. They are 
good in salads, sandwiches, and stir-fries. Use them as a baby leaf in salad 
blends or try them as microgreens. Komatsuna remains unfamiliar to many 
Western gardeners, but plants are fast-growing, productive, tasty, and easy 
to grow. 
 
Komatsuna, Red Mustard Matures In 21 Days (Baby) & 40 Days (Full Size).  

 Cold and heat tolerant 
 Eat raw or cooked 

 
SKU: MUS-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Leek, Musselburgh Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Musselburgh Leek originated in the Mediterranean 
and has been cultivated for over 3,000 years. Greek and Roman cultures 
also record medicinal uses for the Musselburgh leek. This vegetable is less 
well known than its close relative, the onion, but chefs and gardeners 
appreciate the leek for its sweeter, more subtle flavour. 
 
Musselburgh Leek has large, very thick stems and a tasty mild flavour; it 
grows well in most locations; perfect for home or market; this old favourite is 
a considerable size and is very winter hardy. 
  
Leek, Musselburgh Matures in 60-80 days.  

 Summer & fall harvest 
 Fast growth, Slender, uniform stalks, refined flavour 

 
SKU: LEE-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 
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Lettuce, Red Salad Bowl      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Red Salad Bowl looseleaf lettuce is a real eye-catcher 
with burgundy red, deep-lobed leaves displayed in a full rosette creating a 
bowl-like effect. Red Salad Bowl matures early and is quite tender with a 
sweet taste. This variety is best grown in early spring or late summer / early 
fall, as the cool nights benefit a top-quality harvest. This variety should do 
well in low-light conditions. Add contrast to your lettuce bed with this tasty 
and remarkable lettuce. Plant them in precise spacing, reducing thinning 
and waste. 
 
Lettuce, Red Salad Bowl Looseleaf Matures in 30 days.  

 Dense frilly leaves with deep red edges 
 Does well in low light conditions 

 
SKU: LETT-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Lettuce, Rouge d'Hiver       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Rouge d'Hiver (Red of Winter) displays striking red-
brown, flat, smooth leaves with green veins forming a distinctive, loose 
Romaine head with good cold tolerance. Although Rouge d'Hiver lettuce 
seeds are an ancient HEIRLOOM variety, they are listed in Vilmorin's The 
Vegetable Garden (1885) as a hardy, productive plant that is slow to bolt. 
Superb flavour and an unusual ability to stand up to any weather 
conditions—Trust Rouge d'Hiver lettuce seeds for your organic vegetable 
garden this year. 
 
Lettuce, Rouge d'Hiver Mature in 60 days. 

 Romaine 
 Flat, smooth leaves 
 Heirloom from 1885 

 
SKU: LETT-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Lettuce, Parris Island Romaine      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Thick green outer leaves on enormous upright plants 
surround flavourful pale centres. Parris Island romaine lettuce seeds can be 
planted close together for a prolonged harvest of little leaves for gourmet 
salads. Given space and time to grow to full size, Parris Island forms vast 
heads up to 30cm (12") tall, but even at this crazy size, the leaves are 
tender and succulent, with a mild flavour. Parris Island romaine lettuce 
dates back to 1952; this heirloom lettuce received its name after the actual 
Parris Island off the coast of South Carolina. Parris Island Romaine is tipburn 
and mosaic tolerant. Winner of the RHS Award of Garden Merit. 
 
Lettuce, Parris Island Romaine Matures in 75 days.  

 Very nice texture 
 Heirloom from 1952 
 Pale centres on large, upright plants 
 Flavourful 

 
SKU: LETT-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Lettuce, Garden Party Lettuce Mix      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This gala mix of reds, greens, and speckled lettuces for 
cut and come again harvest of leaves throughout the season-selected for 
use as baby greens. Plant for a continuous succession of young greens 
every three weeks, perfect for that summer dinner party or a quick addition 
to any weekday meal. Garden Party Lettuce Mix grows as well in the 
garden as pots on the balcony. These lettuces look spectacular in a 
container with diverse shapes, colours, and textures, almost like a bouquet. 
Harvest the baby greens with scissors for an instant, pre-mixed salad. Grow 
in full sun from fall to spring and in partial shade in the summer.  
 
Lettuce, Garden Party Mix Matures in 28 days.  

 Baby leaf 
 Blend of green and red lettuces selected for baby greens 

 
SKU: LETT-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Lettuce, Tom Thumb      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Tom Thumb Lettuce dates back to 1830; this heirloom 
is the oldest American lettuce still in cultivation, which speaks to its charms. 
Plant Tom Thumb lettuce seeds for the most petite lettuce of all - a tennis 
ball-sized Bibb that will fit in the palm of your hand. The small heads have 
creamy yellow centers with medium green, slightly crumpled wrapper 
leaves. This variety works well in containers - even window boxes! It's a good 
candidate for indoor growing under lights and only needs a small container 
to grow well. Try growing some Tom Thumb lettuce seeds in a cold frame or 
unheated greenhouse in the winter. 
  
 Lettuce, Tom Thumb Matures in 50-70 days.  

 It forms the smallest lettuce of all 
 Grows well in containers and window boxes 

 
SKU: LETT-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Lettuce, Buttercrunch       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Buttercrunch butterhead lettuce seeds are a Bibb 
type lettuce that forms a tight little rosette of soft, dark-green, upward-
facing leaves surrounding a tender, pale centre. The tiny hearts don't 
become bitter in hot weather. Later, plantings stand well into fall and grow 
well in cold spring frames. Buttercrunch lettuce is suitable for growing all 
winter if you can provide a cloche, greenhouse protection, or even a 
simple cold frame. Sow some extra early indoors in February for 
transplanting to the cold frame in March. 
 
Lettuce, Buttercrunch Butterhead Matures in 67 days.  

 Soft dark green leaves surround tender heart 
 Hearts do not become bitter in hot weather 

 
SKU: LETT-106   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Lettuce, Fast & Furious Blend Organic       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Grow your own baby leaf Fast and Furious Blend 
Organic lettuce. Enjoy the contrast in colour, flavour, and texture from 
freshly cut salad greens. You will love the fast growth rate and impressive 
disease resistance. Perfect for hydroponics, aquaponics, or conventional 
tray growing - and excellent in patio containers. The Fast and Furious Blend 
is ideal for any organic grower with CSA boxes to fill or restaurants to 
accommodate. 
 
Lettuce, Fast & Furious Blend Organic Matures in 35-40 days.  

 Baby leaf 
 Uniform, fast growth rate 
 Perfect for tray growing 

 
SKU: LETT-107   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Lettuce, Tamarindo Organic Baby Leaf       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Tamarindo Organic lettuce is a new red looseleaf 
variety with improved texture and yield. Dark red coloured leaves with an 
erect growing habit make it ideal for growing to baby leaf stage for salad 
mixes. In addition, this variety has excellent flavour. Tamarindo lettuce has a 
high resistance to downy mildew races 1-26 & 28 and tipburn. For the home 
gardener, it means an unlimited supply of tasty, fresh salad greens. 
 
Lettuce, Tamarindo Organic Baby Leaf Matures in 35-40 days.  

 Looseleaf 
 Excellent flavour! 
 Dark leaves with an erect growth 

 
SKU: LETT-108   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Mustard Green, Southern Giant Curled 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Large, upright plants with crumpled leaves that have 
a delicious mustard taste; slow to bolt and very easy to grow. An old 
heirloom from the Southern U.S. and makes a mighty swell mess of greens. 
Beautiful, deeply frilled, bright-green leaves have an upright growth habit 
and a potent mustard flavour to liven up sandwiches. The flavour is milder in 
young leaves and when cooked. 
 
Mustard Green, Southern Giant Curled Matures in 35-45 days.  
 
SKU: MUS-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Ethiopian Kale 
ORGANIC! Technically, this is a mustard and is grown as a leafy green in 
Ethiopia. The leaves have a milder flavour than either kale or mustard but 
are rich in nutrients. The flowers are highly attractive to honeybees, and the 
seeds are a potential source for biofuel. The plants are cold hardy and 
drought resistant. Grow for tasty, nutritious baby greens or full-size leaves. 
Blanching or stir-frying the full-sized leaves makes them more tender and 
tastier. Suitable for planting in containers or raised beds. 
 
Ethiopian Kale Matures in 40-55 days.  
 
SKU: MUS-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Tokyo Bekana 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This cabbage looks like lettuce, but with a sweet 
cabbage taste. Narrow white stems that end in a very pale green curly leaf 
and are used in stir-fries or raw in salads. Easy to grow, it can be cut, and it 
grows back if the season is long enough. Tolerates cold and heat. Pick the 
leaves when they are still young and tender or when they are fully mature.  
 
Tokyo Bekana Matures in 40-55 days.  
 
SKU: MUS-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Mizuna 
ORGANIC! Mizuna is a leafy green vegetable that’s native to East Asia. 
It’s also called Japanese mustard greens, spider mustard, or Konya. Like 
other leafy greens, mizuna is high in vitamin K. While commonly grown for 
commercial salad mixes, and you can enjoy Mizuna cooked or pickled. Like 
kale, mizuna is low in calories but high in several vitamins and minerals, 
including vitamins A, C, and K. A taste of Kyoto’s culinary heritage, this 
heat-tolerant Mizuna variety was initially bred to withstand the heat and 
intense humidity of Japan’s interior. Summer Mizuna is incredibly bolt 
resistant, even in punishing heat and moisture. Mizuna is suitable for several 
harvests and can be eaten at all stages. This variety is traditionally sown for 
high summer harvest when the juicy, watery stems make the most refreshing 
mid-day snack. 
 
Mizuna Matures in 40-55 days.  
 
SKU: MUS-106   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Mustard, Red Komatsuna 
ORGANIC! Komatsuna Red mustard tolerates heat well and can be 
planted from spring to fall. The seeds do not need warm soil to germinate, 
so you can also plant the seeds in late winter for spring harvests. Try some in 
containers on the balcony. The leaves are round, flat, and purple, with 
green undersides and stem. They are good in salads, sandwiches, and stir-
fries. Use them as a baby leaf in salad blends, or try them as microgreens. 
Plants are fast-growing, productive, tasty, and very easy to grow. 
 
Komatsuna Red Mustard Matures in 21(baby) or 40 (full-size) days. 
 
SKU: MUS-107   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Mustard, Green Komatsuna 
ORGANIC! Komatsuna has long, slender stems with large, bright green 
spoon-shaped leaves. You can harvest it as a microgreen, a fully mature 
leaf, even after the flowering head develops. As the plant ages, the leaves 
become a deeper green colour, and its delicate stems grow wide, coarse 
and pale. In its young state, Komatsuna is tender and delicate with a sweet 
flavour and mild mustard bite. Larger leaves develop a more fibrous, hardy 
texture with an assertive crunch and a peppery mustard finish.  
 
Komatsuna Green Mustard Matures in 21(baby) or 40 (full-size) days.  
 
SKU: MUS-108   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Okra, Burgundy 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Developed by Clemson University, this okra variety 
produces beautiful, deep red pods with green tips. The edible seed pods 
are lovely fried or pickled; you can find them in recipes popular in the 
southern US and Indian and Pakistani dishes. Red Burgundy okra can be 
grown for its beautiful colours as much as its edible reddish-purple pods. 
Stems are also a bright red colour, although leaves retain their green. Pods 
are tender when harvested at 4–7″ in length, and plants will reach around 
4–5′ in height. This type does well in cooler conditions but prefers periods 
over 80°F during the day. Although less productive than most green okras, 
Red Burgundy produces pretty well compared to other red types. Low in 
calories and a good source of dietary fiber. Okra provides vitamin(s) A, B, 
C, folic acid, calcium, and zinc. 
 
Okra, Burgundy Matures in 50-55 days 
 
SKU: OKR-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Okra, Heavy Hitter 
ORGANIC! Amazing production! Heavy Hitter Okra is the most productive 
okra, with plants producing as many as 250 pods per plant in a season and 
44 young, tender pods in a single day. One dedicated farmer in Oklahoma 
selected and perfected this unbelievable heirloom over decades. Dry 
Creek Farm owner Ron Cook received seeds of Clemson Spineless okra in 
1972 from a local gardening friend who had saved her seeds for decades. 
Once in his hands, Ron began to select for heavy productivity. After many 
years of improvement and selection, the Heavy Hitter is one of the most 
productive okras of all time, with no compromise to flavour and texture. 
Heavy Hitter Okra is your variety for those who love to grow a mess of okra. 
You can expect heavy crops of uniform pods, perfect for pickling and 
savouring all season long! 
 
Okra, Heavy Hitter matures in 50-60 days 
 
SKU: OKR-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Okra, Clemson Spineless     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The Clemson Spineless Okra is by far the most popular 
cultivated variety of okra; it is an organic heirloom that won the AAS prize 
back in 1939. Over a short period in the heat of summer, plants will 
proliferate to 1.2m (4') and have many edible, cream-coloured flowers, 
followed by meaty, intensely flavoured pods that add brilliant texture to 
relishes and chutneys, but also complement stews, soups, and gumbo. 
Plants are spineless and are very easy to grow. 
 
Okra, Clemson Spineless Matures in 56 days. 

 Award winner 
 Productive, spineless plants 
 A much loved heirloom variety 
 Thrives in hot weather 

 
SKU: OKR-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Onion, Welsh Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Welsh onions are so named because they resemble 
leeks. Instead, they are closer to large scallions and are noted for their 
hollow stems. They can be harvested at an immature scallion or left to grow 
to full size. Welsh Onion Organic is a hardy biennial that will bloom the 
following summer if left to overwinter. A cluster of creamy white flowers 
appears that is very ornamental and much loved by bees. As a food crop, 
sow from March to May and harvest from July through December. The 
mature plants grow to 50cm (18") tall and are hardy to Zone 4. 
 
Onions, Welsh Matures in 90 days.  

 Certified organic seeds 
 Harvest at any size 

 
SKU: ONI-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 
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Onions, Red Baron Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Red-shanked bunching onion. Red Baron produces 
quality purple-red-skinned bunching onions. Red shaft length is 3-4" long 
when grown without hilling. Red Baron Organic onion is a beautiful deep 
red bunching scallion with royal purple inner rings and a bright, sweet 
flavour. Harvest at 12-15" in length, just before the bulb swells. Performs well 
when planted in clumps of 4-5; succession planting recommended. It 
provides delicious flavour when cooked, pickled and in raw preparations. 
 
Onions, Red Baron Matures in 115 days.  

 Deep red coloration 
 Excellent succession crop 

 
SKU: ONI-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Onion, Cabernet Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! With a vigorous habit and tight neck, Cabernet 
organic onion seeds produce high-quality bulbs with excellent holding 
ability. The bulbs will store for four to six months. The colour development of 
the internal rings is superb, with single centres and excellent uniformity. In 
addition, this variety boasts good resistance to foliar diseases, so it's among 
the best for organic production. Hybrid uniformity and disease resistance 
make this an excellent choice for home gardeners and market growers.  
 
Onion, Cabernet Matures in 100 days. (Hybrid seeds) 

 Hybrid uniformity and vigour 
 Stores for 4 to 6 months 
 Excellent colour development 
 Resists foliar diseases 

 
SKU: ONI-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Onion, Cortland Hybrid Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Cortland is a top-quality organic cooking onion. 
Medium-large, blocky, round bulbs with firm, thick skin, and pungent white 
flesh. Plants are healthy and tolerant of pink roots. It stores well,  
direct-seeded or transplanted.  
 
Onion, Cortland Hybrid Organic Matures in 104 days.   

 Certified organic  
 Good cool weather growth  
 Nice in containers  
 Open-pollinated 

 
SKU: ONI-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 
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Onion, White Sweet Spanish      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! White Sweet Spanish onions have white flesh and skin 
and produce bulbs about 12 cm in diameter. Dark green foliage is fantastic 
for bunching. Medium to large bulbs resist greening and are mildly sweet 
with very firm flesh and ready for harvest one hundred twenty days after 
transplanting outdoors in the garden.  
 
Onion, White Sweet Spanish Organic Matures in 120 days  

 intermediate resistance to pink root 
 4-5" bulbs 
 Open-Pollinated 
 Good shelf life 

 
SKU: ONI-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pac Choi, Shanghai  
ORGANIC! Bok choy, pac choi or pok choi is a Chinese cabbage used as 
food. Chinensis varieties do not form heads and have green leaf blades 
with lighter bulbous bottoms, forming a cluster reminiscent of mustard 
greens. Regular bok choy has white stalks and dark green leaves with a 
crinkly texture; however, Shanghai Pac Choi has wide, jade-coloured stalks 
shaped like soupspoons and light green smooth leaves with a mild, celery-
like flavour. Pac Choi makes great substitutes for cabbage, spinach, and 
celery, to name a few. So try adding them to your dishes! 
 
Pac Choi, Shanghai Matures in (baby) 30 days  
 
 
SKU: PAC-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (3 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Peas, Cascadia Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Very sweet, round, plump pods that withstand heat. 
Cascadia peas perform well in the summer heat. While the plant is larger 
and more vigorous than Sugar Sprint, it suffers less from heat and tends to 
produce a larger plump pod with a sweeter taste than other summer types. 
Cascadia peas produce 3" medium-green pods on strong 24-28" plants. 
Organically grown seed.  
 
Peas, Cascadia Organic Matures in 68 days.  

 heat tolerant  
 sweet taste 

 
SKU: PEA-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Peas, Mammoth Melting Sugar       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Among the largest available snow peas, these 10-13 
cm (4-5") long pods are produced on 1.2m (4') tall plants that require a 
trellis. The large white flowers of this heirloom variety are pretty enough to 
use as cut flowers. Mammoth Melting Sugar snow pea seeds produce pods 
that are sweet and tender, even sweeter and more tender than Dwarf 
Gray Sugar. Plants are high yielding, early, uniform, and productive. This 
variety is more productive in cool weather, so it's perfect for early spring 
planting and a second planting in early August for fall production. In 
addition, mammoth Melting Sugar is Wilt resistant. 
 
Peas, Mammoth Melting Sugar Matures in 70 days.  

 Tender and sweet 
 Large pods grow on tall plants 
 Very productive 

 
SKU: PEA-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pea, Purple Mist Organic      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Purple Mist Organic Pea is a Dutch heirloom that is a 
multi-purpose pea. You can enjoy the young pods as snow peas. The pods 
can be left to develop their unusual purple colour for mid-season shelling 
peas. Once the peas inside each pod have fully matured, they can be 
shelled, dried, and used for peas soup all winter long. The 1.5-2m (5-6') tall 
vines should be trellised and enjoyed as a striking ornamental. Purple Mist, 
an organic pea, is not enation-resistant. 
 
Pea, Purple Mist Organic Matures in 80-85 days.  

 Bright purple pods 
 Multi-purpose pea 

 
SKU: PEA-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pea, Golden Sweet Snow       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Golden Snow peas were discovered at a market in 
India. Brilliantly coloured pods and flowers are perfect for salads and stir-
fries. Golden Sweet Snow Peas variety produces flat pods that are a 
beautiful, bright lemon yellow with a 6' tall vine with lovely purple flowers—
collected from a market in India, nutritious and tasty. Golden Snow peas 
are an excellent source of vitamins A, C and K. They are a good source of 
folate, manganese and fibre and are a source of phosphorus, potassium, 
and protein. The bright yellow pods are a source of beta-carotene and 
provide beneficial antioxidants. 
 
Pea, Golden Sweet Snow Matures In 60-70 Days 
 
SKU: PEA-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Pepper, Aji Marchant (Hot 40,000-50,000 on the Scoville Heat Scale)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! 3″ long, waxy-yellow fruit ripens to a classic orange-
red. Aji Marchant is usually harvested under-ripe when still green/yellow and 
used for pickling. The immature peppers are exceptionally flavorful with a 
unique earthy-citrus bite that is not overly spicy but packs a punch when 
fully ripe. An excellent frying pepper at all ripeness levels, they also make 
tasty, dried pepper flakes after ripening to a bright red. Aji Marchant has a 
tantalizing history of being used in some of the Italian wax pepper pickles 
made by the California canning industry during the early and mid-1900s. 
Known by many different brand names, such as Chileno peppers, Sierra 
Nevada Chileno, Lone Pine Peppers, Vallecito Peppers, and California 
Italian Wax peppers.  
 
Pepper, Hot Aji Marchant Organic Matures In 65 Days Green, & 80 Days 
Red. 

 Great for pickling and frying 
 
SKU: PEP-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pepper, Ancho (Poblano) (Mild Hot 1,000-1,500 on the Scoville Heat Scale)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The Poblano, like the jalapeño, is a chilli with a famous 
flip side. Their dried versions are so popular that they have their names: the 
chipotle (jalapeño) and the ancho pepper (Poblano). It's part of what 
many call "the holy trinity" of dried Mexican peppers – all musts for making 
authentic Mexican cuisine, especially mole sauces. The Ancho is flavourful 
(earthy, sweet, and smoky). And, as it's a dried chilli, it lasts a long time in 
the cupboard (as long as it's stored properly), making it easy to keep 
around the kitchen—perfect for stuffing. They are referred to as Poblano 
when used fresh and Ancho when dried for seasoning. Plants are well-
branched and adapted varieties with good yields in cool conditions. They 
are appropriately stored), making them an easy chilli to keep around the 
kitchen. 
 
Pepper, Ancho (Poblano) Matures In 68 Days Dreen, 88 Days Red 

 Frost-sensitive 
 4-6" fruits 

 
SKU: PEP-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pepper, Cayenne Ring-O-Fire (Hot 20,000 on the Scoville Heat Scale)        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! "And it burns, burns, burns," just like Johnny Cash said. 
Ring-O-Fire is an improved cayenne that matures earlier and has a glossy 
sheen with a fire engine red colour. Prolific and dependable plants reach 
heights of 18" tall and produce loads of thin-skinned 4" fruits, great for 
eating fresh, dried, or powdered. Heat is milder than other cayenne 
varieties, resulting in excellent peppers for fresh preparations. 
 
Cayenne Pepper, Ring-O-Fire Matures In 45 Days Green & 60 Days Red 
 
SKU: PEP-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Pepper, Chinese 5 Colour (Hot 30,000-50,000 on the Scoville Heat 
Scale       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Screaming-hot little peppers turn a rainbow of vibrant 
colours, from purple, cream, yellow, and orange to red, as they ripen. The 
plants are great for containers inside. Just pick a few at any time to liven up 
your salsa. With its many hues and dark foliage, the Chinese 5-colour 
pepper is a natural beauty in the garden. It's multi-coloured, like the aurora 
pepper or Bolivian rainbow, but what makes it stand out from the pack is 
the unexpected shades it takes. 
 
Pepper, Chinese 5 Colour Matures In 75-85 Days 
 
SKU: PEP-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Pepper, Ho Chi Minh Yellow Cayenne (Hot, 30,000 on the Scoville 
Heat Scale)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The Ho Chi Minh Hot Pepper is a very productive 
cayenne pepper originating in Southeast Asia. Peppers 4–6″ long on 3′ 
plants grow like large fingers turning from bright yellow to crimson in late 
August. Vietnamese refugees gifted this variety to Minnesota farmer Steven 
Schwen in the 1980s. Schwen named this pepper after the famous 
Vietnamese revolutionary leader. Cayenne peppers and other hot peppers 
are a concentrated source of many nutrients and can be a healthy 
addition to your diet. 
 
Pepper, Ho Chi Minh Yellow Cayenne Matures In 68 Days 

 Frost-sensitive 
 
SKU: PEP-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pepper, Jalapeño Early (Medium Hot 2,500–5,000 on the Scoville 
Heat Scale)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Lots of bold flavour in a small, 3" pepper, 'Early 
Jalapeño' is better adapted to cooler climates than other jalapeños. 
They're versatile and hot enough to add a little kick to your favourite dish 
but mild enough for any meal. Enjoy the green, or allow it to ripen to red for 
a sweeter, bolder flavour.  
 
Pepper, Jalapeño Early Hot Matures In 65 Days Green Or 85 Days Red. 
 
SKU: PEP-106   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Peppers, Scotch Bonnet (Hot 350,000 on the Scoville Scale)  
ORGANIC! Scotch Bonnet (also known as Bonney peppers, or Caribbean 
red peppers) is a variety of chilli pepper named for its supposed 
resemblance to a Scottish tam o' shanter bonnet. It is ubiquitous in West 
Africa as well as the Caribbean and closely related habanero. Some 
Caribbean islands have sweet varieties of Scotch Bonnet called cachucha 
peppers. Scotch bonnets are used to flavour many dishes and cuisines 
worldwide and are often used in hot sauces and condiments. It gives jerk 
dishes (pork/chicken) and other Caribbean dishes their unique flavour. 
Scotch bonnets are primarily used in West Africa, West Indian, Sri Lankan, 
and Maldivian cuisines and pepper sauces, though they often appear in 
other Caribbean recipes. It is also used in Nicaragua, Costa Rica and 
Panama for Caribbean-styled recipes such as rice and beans, rondón, saus, 
beef patties, and ceviche. Fresh, ripe Scotch Bonnets can change from 
green to yellow to scarlet red; some varieties of this pepper can ripen to 
orange, yellow, peach, or even chocolate brown. 
 
Peppers, Scotch Bonnet Matures In 90-120 Days 
 
SKU: PEP-107   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Peppers, Ace  HYBRID F1   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Extra-early, highly productive standard. 
Huge yields of medium-size, 3-4 lobed fruits. Has apparent tolerance to 
blossom drop as nearly every flower produces a pepper. Widely adapted 
but performs exceptionally well in cool climates where bell peppers are 
challenging to grow successfully. Best for early crops and particularly good 
for pack sales. 
 
Peppers, Ace  HYBRID F1 Matures In 50 days green or 70 days red ripe. 
 
SKU: PEP-108   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Peppers, Bright Star  
Bright orange fruits with pleasant, sweet, crisp flavour. Produces blocky, 3-
4”, mostly 4 lobed fruits. One of the best orange varieties for outdoor 
production. Plants form strong, medium-sized plants.     
 
Peppers, Bright Star  HYBRID F1 Matures In 75 days green or orange. 
 
SKU: PEP-109   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Peppers, California Wonder       
 
 
 
SKU: PEP-110   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pepper, Doe Hill Sweet        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A 19th-century family heirloom from the Appalachian 
town of the same name (population 75) in Highland County, VA. Averaging 
about five lobes, it has surprisingly thick flesh for its diminutive size and just 
fantastic, very sweet flavour. Early and prolific, it is borne on short bushy 2-2 
½' plants that don't require much support. This one is wonderful for crudite 
plates, to skewer and grill, and for stuffing and served as an appetizer. 
 
Pepper, Doe Hill Sweet Matures In 60-70 Days 
 
SKU: PEP-111   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pepper, Earliest Red       
ORGANIC! Few bell pepper varieties can compete with the reliable plants 
produced by California Wonder pepper seeds. In a greenhouse, open field, 
or backyard vegetable garden, this is the variety to grow if you love big, 
blocky sweet peppers that mature from green to bright fire engine red. The 
four-lobed fruits are heavy with perfectly smooth skins and grow to nearly 
13cm (5") long and 10cm (4") wide on plants that can grow to 65cm (28") 
tall. Give this excellent variety of fertile soil and moisture throughout the 
growing season, and it will reward you with abundant, perfect fruits with the 
flavour and moisture content you expect. 
 
Pepper, Earliest Red Matures In 65-75 days. 
 
SKU: PEP-112   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Pepper, Jimmy Nardello        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A relative of the Red Cayenne pepper, the Jimmy 
Nardello pepper is a fast-growing sweet pepper that starts green and 
matures to red. It was brought to America by the Nardello family in 1887; 
the long, skinny peppers are ideal for frying as they can be fried whole or 
sliced lengthwise to expose the seeds. The Jimmy Nardello pepper is a 
deep and rich red and, when bitten into, has a sweet and fruity flavour with 
hints of apple. The six to nine-inch long thin peppers are perfect for cooking 
or adding to raw salads, making them highly versatile, as they have little to 
no heat. They are relatively easy to grow, and the plant has a compact 
profile that works for smaller spaces and container gardening. Its official 
name is Jimmy Nardello Sweet Italian Frying Pepper. 
 
Pepper, Jimmy Nardello Matures In 80 Days 
 
SKU: PEP-113   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pepper, Lipstick        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The Lipstick Pepper is a delectable bright red pimento-
type pepper that performs exceptionally well in northern climates. These 4-
inch-long pointed peppers have super sweet, thick flesh, making them ideal 
for eating fresh and cooked. It is a widely adaptable variety that will 
produce plenty of fruit, even in northern climates with cooler summer 
weather.  
 
Pepper, Lipstick Matures In 70 Days 
 
SKU: PEP-114   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Pepper, Purple Beauty Sweet     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Purple Beauty pepper seeds produce compact, bushy 
plants with thick protective foliage. The fruits begin to form mid-summer, 
starting as big, blocky, meaty three to four-lobed green bell peppers before 
maturing to a stunning bright purple colour. Purple Beauty was grown from 
the original hybrid Purple Belle and now produces open-pollinated seeds 
for seed saving and home seed production. The flavour of these 
remarkable fruits is mild, sweet, and succulent, with a fine, crispy texture. 
The cut fruits look spectacular mixed with yellow or orange peppers. 
 
Pepper, Purple Beauty Sweet Matures In 70-75 Days    
 
SKU: PEP-115   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot)    
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Pepper, Zulu 
ORGANIC! This impressively 'eggplant black' coloured bell pepper is crisp 
with thin flesh. Zulu Sweey Pepper is a rare variety originating from Poland. 
The fruits are dark blue (due to anthocyanin) at the maturing-green stage. 
They mature to red with blue marbling. They are rich in vitamin C, 
provitamin A, and potassium source. It has a fantastic piquant aftertaste of 
spicy zip minus the nip of hot pepper, and this sweet pepper is sure to 
please even the harshest critic! Zulu pepper would be a great addition to 
salsa, salad and canning for winter and freezing. 
 
Pepper, Sweet Zulu Matures In 70-75 Days 
 
SKU: PEP-116   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot)    

  
  

 

Purslane, Tall Green 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This hot weather plant produces handfuls of thick, 
succulent, green leaves that add a light lemony crunch to salads. Purslane 
is a nutritional powerhouse with more Omega-3 fatty acids than any other 
leafy vegetable and more vitamin C than spinach. Leaves are much larger 
than the wild type, and the plant grows upright, not prostrate. Purslane 
contains more Omega-3 fatty acids than any other leafy vegetable. Cut 
Tall Green Purslane almost to the ground, but keep two leaves at the base 
for re-growth. Purslane self-sows if allowed to flower. 
 
Purslane Matures in 60 days. 
 
SKU: PURS-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Shado Beni 
Shadow Beni is a leafy herb native to the Caribbean and Central America, 
and it’s strong in flavour with numerous medicinal benefits. Shado Beni, also 
known as Culantro or Chado Beni, is widely used in these regions' cuisine 
and appears in Asian foods. Culantro is known as Chadon Beni or Shado 
Beni in the English-speaking Caribbean. It's used extensively in the cuisine of 
Trinidad and Tobago; it's one of the essential herbs in cooking in that twin-
island republic. Shadow Beni is used in making recaito or sofrito in Puerto 
Rican cuisine, and it's sometimes used in Asian sushi. It's native to Mexico 
and South and Central America, but it's also cultivated in Hawaii, as well as 
in Cambodia, Vietnam, and Mexico. The plant’s name comes from its 
ability to grow where there is little sunlight. Shadow Benny has a more 
robust, peppery flavour; the stalks can be eaten as well and taste similar to 
celery but with more spice. Shado Beni is rich in calcium, iron, carotene and 
riboflavin. 
 
SKU: SHAD-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (5 seedlings per pot) 
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Shiso Perilla, Red 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Red Perilla shiso seeds grow into substantial plants with 
broad, deep purple leaves. The dark ruby leaves of this sharply flavoured 
Asian herb have nicely frilled edges. They look slightly like stinging nettle 
leaves but rounder and without any prickles. Grow as a bright-red micro-
green, let the plants mature and enjoy the leaves in pho, salad rolls, or 
other dishes. Shiso makes a beautiful pairing with unctuous dishes like sushi, 
and it combines beautifully with cilantro, mint, Thai basil and fresh lettuce 
leaves. Shiso has a similar growing season to basil and performs just as well 
in containers as in the garden bed. Provide full sun and well-drained soil. 
 
Spinach, Bloomsdale Matures In 70 Days 

 Widely used in Asian cuisines 
 Strongly flavoured 
 Pairs with other sharp herbs 
 Easy to grow! 

 
SKU: SHI-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Spinach, Bloomsdale        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Long-Standing Bloomsdale spinach is a prevalent 
variety produced for a long time; its glossy, dark green leaves are rich in 
iron, and the crinkled leaves have a lovely thick texture. This excellent cool-
weather vegetable is slow to bolt and easy to grow in rich, well-drained soil. 
 
 
Spinach, Bloomsdale Matures In 42 Days 
 
SKU: SPI-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Spinach, Molokhia Egyptian      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The most widely used vegetable in Egypt, and other 
parts of Africa, Melokhiya, could be called the "Powerhouse of Nutrition." 
Packed with essential minerals such as calcium, iron, potassium, and 
magnesium. One serving contains 410 mg of calcium. Add Molokhia to a 
medley of mixed greens and stews; use the young leaves and shoots to 
flavour, thicken soups and stews, and dry the leaves for winter dishes. This 
plant belongs to the same family as the Okra, and durian.  
 
Spinach, Molokhia Egyptian Matures in 40-60 Days 

 Leaves and seed pods are edible  
 Sensitive to transplant shock, so best started in compostable 

pots 
 
SKU: SPI-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 
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Spinach, Regiment Hybrid       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Vigorous plants pack on the weight, producing 
healthy bunches in no time. Very quick-growing, lightly savoyed leaves with 
a distinctive arrowhead shape and bright-eyed medium-green finish: 
excellent texture and mild flavour. Works well in all seasonal slots; good 
resistance to bolting. 
 
Spinach, Regiment Matures in 35 Days 
 
SKU: SPI-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Spinach, Red Malabar       
ORGANIC! Malabar Spinach plants grow in India and throughout the 
tropics, primarily in the moist lowlands. Malabar Spinach is a tropical leafy 
green named after a coastal region in southwestern India. It is botanically 
not a true spinach, yet it resembles it. The dark green, glossy, oval or heart-
shaped leaves and shoots are eaten raw in salads or cooked. The taste of 
Malabar spinach is mild, similar to Spinach, with peppery notes and a hint 
of citrus. Once cooked, the texture is different from Spinach. The thick, semi-
succulent leaves become gluey, not unlike Okra. Malabar Spinach grows 
vertically and needs a trellis to support its fast growth. In hot climates with 
frost-free winters, you can grow it as a perennial; otherwise, it's an annual 
vegetable like Spinach. It is an edible plant and an attractive addition to a 
garden bed, especially the red-leaf variety 
 
Spinach, Red Malabar Matures In 70 Days 
 
SKU: SPI-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (4 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Squash, Waltham Butternut       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Waltham Butternut Squash is a time-tested heirloom 
variety that remains the gold standard among butternut squash varieties. 
This variety produces large fruits with small seed cavities and plenty of 
delicious flesh for making roasted squash, pies, soups and more! Developed 
in Massachusetts, this variety was an AAS winner in 1970. 
 
Waltham Butternut Squash produces vigorous vines that require plenty of 
room to grow. At full maturity, fruits will average 6 lbs each. This variety is 
known for its storage potential and ability to sweeten after harvesting. Fruits 
will have a sweeter flavour two months after harvesting when the sugars 
have had a chance to mature inside the fruit. The storage potential is long 
and can sometimes be over a year. 
  
Squash, Waltham Butternut Matures In 105 Days 
 
SKU: SQU-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Squash, Burgess Buttercup      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! In 1932, the Burgess Seed Company in Illinois 
introduced the Burgess Buttercup squash; since then, this reliable heirloom 
has produced small, 1.5kg (3 lb) turban-shaped fruits with dark green skins 
and the unmistakable navel or dome at the blossom end. The golden 
orange flesh inside each fruit is sweet and finely textured, never watery. The 
thin skins are tough, which is vital for long-term storage. Unfortunately, these 
popular squashes won't last right through winter the way a Hubbard or 
delicata might.  
 
Squash, Burgess Buttercup Matures in 115 days. 
 
SKU: SQU-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Squash, Sucrine Du Berry        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A famous old traditional variety from the heart of 
France. It has a sweet, musky fragrance and a delicious, sweet flesh used in 
jams, soups, and many French recipes. Small 3-5 lb. fruit is perfect for 
roasting and has deep orange flesh. Oblong, bell-shaped fruit is tannish-
orange in colour when mature.  
 
Squash, Burgess Buttercup Matures in 100 days. 
 
SKU: SQU-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Tomatoes – Cherry & Salad Types 
  

 

Tomato, Black Cherry (Indeterminate)        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Black Cherry tomato seeds produce hardy, vigorous 
vines loaded with gorgeous purple to mahogany brown cherry tomatoes 
2.5 cm (1") round. Enjoy prolific yields all season long! Rich, juicy cherry 
tomatoes with wonderfully complex, sweet flavour and firm texture. The little 
fruits of this variety look exotic and taste irresistibly delicious—a great 
snacking tomato, excellent in bruschetta. Black cherry plants are naturally 
disease resistant. Vines typically grow at least 150 cm (60") and require 
caging or staking for support. Allow these cheery tomatoes to ripen on the 
vine for best results, and harvest regularly. Fruits are ripe when they turn 
olive/eggplant in colour and pop readily off the stem with a roll of the 
fingers. 
 
Tomato, Black Cherry Matures In 65 Days. 
 
SKU: TOM-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Gold Nugget (Determinate)         
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The award-winning Gold Nugget tomato has quickly 
become an international favourite, celebrated for its unparalleled 
sweetness, colour, and early yields. This tomato produces exceptional 
quantities of small 1 oz cherry tomatoes bursting with sweet, thin skin 
goodness with the characteristic low acidity of yellow tomatoes. 
Developed in the 1980s by Oregon State University, Gold Nugget has since 
been awarded England's Royal Horticultural Society's (RHS) Award of 
Garden Merit. Determinate plants mature to a compact 24" tall yet boast 
countless golden cherry tomatoes all season. This determinate tomato is an 
excellent choice for container gardening or those with limited space. A first-
class choice! 
 
Tomato, Gold Nugget Matures In 55 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomatoes, Indigo Rose (Indeterminate)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Indigo Rose organic tomato plant produces the most 
extraordinary, dark purple-skinned tomatoes currently available. 
Developed by Jim Myers at Oregon State University using traditional plant 
breeding techniques, Indigo Rose Organic tomatoes are the first improved 
tomato variety worldwide with the powerful antioxidant anthocyanin in the 
fruit. Indigo Rose organic tomatoes hang in clusters from vigorous, sprawling 
vines with wild, curly leaves. Plants are hardy and have good disease 
resistance. As the fruit matures, the skin will become purple when exposed 
to light, and the fruit tends to have a purple crown. The purple hue is 
caused by the antioxidant anthocyanin reacting to the sun. The fruits are 
ripe when they change from a shiny blue-purple to a dull purple-brown, 
exposed to the sun and green to red where there is no sun exposure. The 
fruit also softens when ripe. 
 
Tomato, Indigo Rose Matures in 75 days  
 
SKU: TOM-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomato, Matt's Wild Cherry (Indeterminate)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! "The wild tomato with great flavour." Matt's Wild Cherry 
Tomato is an heirloom from a Hildago, Mexico, family where similar types 
grow wild. The small red cherry tomatoes are incredibly productive and 
flavourful. Best of all, they are early and disease resistant. A winner of many 
taste tests! Matt's Wild Cherry Tomatoes pack a sweet, tart, and flavourful 
punch. (55 days from transplant) 
 
Tomato, Matt's Wild Cherry Matures In 55 Days. 

 Vigorous, so stalk, trellis or cage 
 
SKU: TOM-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomatillo, Chupon de Malinalco       
ORGANIC! 70 days. A citrusy yellow colour, pointed shape and remarkable, 
sweet-tart flavour make this tomatillo a versatile culinary element. An 
heirloom treasure from Malinalco, Mexico, can be used in sweet and 
savoury preparations. The fruit grows up to 4 inches long, and the flavour is 
like a sweet paste tomato mixed with a husk cherry! Use the Chupon de 
Malinalco Tomatillo to make salsas; it can also be cooked up like tomatoes 
or eaten fresh like an apple. 
 
Tomatillo, Chupon de Malinalco Matures In 70 Days 

 Full Sun 
 
SKU: TOM-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomatillo, Toma Verde (Semi-determinate)        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Toma Verde Tomatillo seeds are easy to grow with 
prolific yields of early-maturing tomatillos. Compact heirloom plants from 
Toma Verde tomatillo seeds are hardy and adapt well to various climates. 
Fruits average 5 cm (2") in diameter. The firm, uniform green fruit is wrapped 
in a papery husk; it turns from green to tan and splits open as the fruit 
reaches full size and maturity. Fruits are tart when enjoyed fresh and turn 
sweet when roasted. A Mexican favourite, try Toma Verde in savoury 
sauces, snappy salsas, soups and dips. This plant works well in 5-gallon (or 
larger) containers, but it forms a large, somewhat sprawling bush, so it 
benefits from some support, like a tomato cage. 
 
Tomatillo, Toma Verde Matures in 70 days 

 Highly adaptable to a variety of climates 
 Prolific, early yields 
 Open-pollinated Heirloom 

 
SKU: TOM-106   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomato, Peacevine Cherry (Indeterminate)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Peacevine is a superfood among tomatoes! The 
Peacevine tomato gets its name due to its extra high levels of GABA, one of 
the amino acids our bodies need for calmness, rest and sleep. Peacevine 
could help eliminate sleepless nights because you'll likely be tired after 
harvesting its massive amount of fruit! These vines grow and grow and 
produce tons of 3/4-inch, absolutely delicious red cherries. 
 
Tomato, Peacevine Cherry Matures In 75 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-107   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomatoes, Super Sweet 100 (Indeterminate)        
ORGANIC! The Super Sweet 100 is a very prolific cherry tomato. It is known 
to be disease resistant, giving it a better chance with soil-born issues. It is 
perfect for snacking and salads. Kids love it as it produces a large crop of 
sweet, easy-to-pop-in-mouth tomatoes.  
 
Tomatoes, Super Sweet 100 Matures In 65 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-108   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Yellow Pear Cherry (Indeterminate)        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! 1800s. Yellow Pear Heirloom Cherry Tomatoes are old-
time cherry tomatoes. Its yellow, pear-shaped fruit is sweet with a creamy 
texture. This great all-around heirloom tomato variety is adaptable to any 
home organic vegetable garden. You will be 100% satisfied with the quality 
of our Yellow Pear Heirloom Tomato Seeds, primarily if grown in an organic 
vegetable garden. Yellow Pear Heirloom Tomatoes mature in about 85 
days and are an open-pollinated tomato variety.  
 
Tomato, Yellow Pear Cherry Matures In 85 Days 

 Very prolific. 
 Heirloom 

 
SKU: TOM-109   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomato, Five Star Grape (indeterminate)        
Five Star Grape Tomatoes are among the most beautiful and productive 
grape tomatoes. Sweet grape tomato plants produce masses of crack-
resistant, super-sweet 4cm (1 1/2") long tomatoes on long vining trusses. 
These delicious fruits are resistant to the tobacco mosaic virus. Perfect for 
growing in containers and small spaces. 
 
Tomato, Five Star Grape Matures in 60 Days. 

 Crack-resistant, super-sweet 
 Long vining trusses 

 
SKU: TOM-110   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Grappoli D'Inverno (Semi-determinate)          
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Grappoli d'Inverno's small bushes ripen early with 1-2 
oz plum-sized fruit that keeps very well once picked. Unimpressive when 
eaten fresh, the flavour transforms into deliciousness once dried. It's also 
good roasted—a selection of a type of tomato with strains grown in many 
regions of Italy for winter storage. Tie this fruit in ristras, hang it in a cool 
place and store it for months. This practice is done successfully in Italy, 
making the perfect homemade pizza topping all winter. Grappoli d’Inverno 
means ‘bunches of winter’ in Italian.  
 
Tomato, Grappoli D'Inverno Matures In 60-70 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-111   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Tiny Tim (Determinate)           
Organic! Tiny Tim cherry tomatoes are easy to grow and produce unique 
dwarf plants that work very well in small containers, window boxes, hanging 
baskets and small garden spaces. As a potted plant, Tiny Tim Tomato seeds 
may be grown at any time of the year and is a mid-season producer for 
fruit. A great centrepiece and point of interest in any garden, Tiny Tim 
cherry plants yield masses of sweet/tart scarlet miniature cherry tomatoes 
about 2cm (1") in diameter. A perfect salad or snacking tomato! Tiny Tim 
tomato plants grown in optimum conditions will produce incredible yields of 
miniature fruit that often outweigh the plant 3:1. This small, tidy, determinate 
plant with deep green leaves typically grows to 20 - 40 cm (8-16") tall and 
17 cm (6 1/2") in diameter. Plant in full sun to maintain the dwarf habit. Tiny 
Tim Heirloom tomato plants will thrive in less sunlight than other varieties; 
however, fruit yields will be less and grow larger and less tidy. The University 
of New Hampshire introduced the Tiny Tim Heirloom miniature cherry 
tomato variety in 1945. Tiny Tim tomato plants are resistant to, or tolerant of, 
the following tomato diseases: Alternaria Stem Cancer and Stemphylium. 
 
Tomato, Tiny Tim Matures In 60 Days  
 
SKU: TOM-112   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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TOMATO - PLUM/PASTE 

 

Tomato, Black Plum (Indeterminate)        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The 'Black Plum' tomato originates from Russia. It is 
hugely popular in the USA and Canada today, just as in Europe – a firm 
favourite of tomato enthusiasts! Black Plum tomato plants produce an 
abundant long, steady crop of 2", elongated, oval, plum-shaped fruits that 
are coloured with beautiful deep mahogany, dusky-green shoulders, and 
garnet red flesh;  they ripen around the end of July. The fruits have unique, 
sweet, tangy, rich, and complex flavours. The more sun the tomatoes 
receive, the darker their colour. Each Black Plum tomato can weigh up to 
70 grams and are sweet, fruity and tangy – typical of many dark tomato 
varieties. Most dark tomatoes are heirloom varieties, and Black Plum 
tomatoes are no exception. Presented in a bowl, they appear like exotic 
jewels. Drying enhances the sweet and tangy flavour of Black Plum 
tomatoes. 
 
Tomato, Black Plum Matures In  

 Hardy, disease-tolerant, and low-maintenance 
 Needs trellis 

 
SKU: TOM-113   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Napoli Roma (Determinate)        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A commercial production tomato, bred for early 
maturity and concentrated yields. Medium-sized plants grow to 4′ tall and 
produce large quantities of 2-3 oz, meaty, Roma-shaped red fruit with a 
small point on the blossom end. Suitable for processing into sauce or for 
canning whole once peeled. The raw flavour is perfect for a Roma, 
excellent to eat fresh in salsas and salads. Napoli Roma Tomato is one of 
the best sauce tomatoes with excellent yield and flavour; they are resistant 
to cracking, blossom end rot, and Fusarium wilt. 
 
Tomato, Roma Matures In 70 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-114   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Amish Paste (Indeterminate)        
ORGANIC! Amish Paste Roma tomato plants produce large, heavy fruit that 
will reward your growing efforts and palate with the most decadent sauces 
and thickest pastes. These lovely, firm heirloom tomatoes are a culinary 
favourite. The deep red flesh is firm, not too juicy, and the taste balances 
sweet and rich. The plants have a long growing season and will produce 
bountiful yields of flavourful fruit until late fall. Vines often reach over 6 feet 
and will require heavy staking for support. The shape of Amish Paste 
tomatoes varies from "ox heart" to "plum" - both may often be found on the 
same plant at the same time. Vines continuously produce small clusters of 
large, up to 226g (8 oz), deep-red fruit nearly seedless. 
 
Tomato, Amish Paste Matures In 70-75 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-115   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomato - Slicing 

 

Tomato, Big Beef Plus (Indeterminate)         
HYBRID! Classy Big Beef Plus boasts better flavour with excellent old-
fashioned adaptability, disease resistance, appearance and a visibly 
deeper red—a prevalent choice for fresh market and home gardeners. 
Extra-large, smooth, beefy fruits are uniform and, on average, 350-450g. 
Large, vigorous, indeterminate plants are healthy and set early, with high 
yields even under cool conditions. So cut up this tasty tomato for your 
favourite salad, and enjoy! 
 
Tomato, Big Beef Plus Matures In 73 Days 

 Require staking 
 
SKU: TOM-116   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Black Beauty (Indeterminate Heirloom)        
ORGANIC! A dark, meaty, very rich-fleshed tomato with extreme 
anthocyanin expression (the same antioxidant in blueberries and 
blackberries). Black Beauty Tomatoes are the darkest tomatoes, so dark 
that some tomatoes turn solid blue-black on the skin. Deep red flesh is 
among the best-tasting of all tomatoes. Rich, smooth and savoury with 
earthy tones. It hangs nicely on the vine and stores very well, and the 
flavour improves with room-temperature storage. Dave Kaiser tasted it at 
the 2015 National Heirloom Exposition and proclaimed it the BEST tomato he 
had ever eaten!  
 
Tomato, Black Beauty Matures In 80 Days 

 Full Sun 
 

SKU: TOM-117   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Black Krim (Indeterminate)         
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Black Krim combines bold, smoky flavour and good 
texture with an unusual appearance. Originally from the town of Krymysk 
near the Black Sea, Black Krim Tomato are exceptionally hardy with dark 
purple to mahogany skin, green shoulders and green tinted flesh that get 
darker with more heat and sunlight—high yielding. Black Krim Tomatoes are 
naturally disease resistant, and the plants adapt well to adverse conditions 
in various climates. Healthy, attractive vines reach 1.8 metres (6') or more 
and require heavy staking or caging to support excellent large, plump fruit 
yields. The fruits mature late and are prolific producers. A favourite of 
gourmet chefs, this unique heirloom tomato consistently wins top place and 
receives rave reviews at taste trials. The fruits are highly juicy with incredibly 
complex sweet, smoky flavours and a hint of saltiness. Drizzle with olive oil 
and a sprinkle of sea salt for a zesty snack. Also great sliced with fresh 
mozzarella and Basil and drizzled with olive oil and balsamic vinegar. 
 
Tomato, Black Krim Matures In 80 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-118   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomatoes, Beefsteak (Indeterminate) 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The Beefsteak consistently performs with heavy yields 
of sizeable solid fruit weighing up to 9 oz. The cheeks of the tomato bulge 
and stand out in very distinct sections. Naturally, wilt resistant and less prone 
to pests and disease than other tomato species. By far one of the largest 
tomatoes, you can grow in your garden. 
 
Tomato, Beefsteak Tomatoes Matures in 80 days. 

 Great traditional tomato flavour 
 Wilt resistant 
 Large meaty fruit 
 Pest and disease resistant 

 
SKU: TOM-119   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Black Prince (Indeterminate)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Black Prince Tomato is a Siberian heirloom that does 
well in cool climates. Originally from Irkutsk, Siberia, this delicious tomato 
ripens earlier than most black tomatoes. The 2 ½ inch fruit is deep reddish 
brown, juicy, with regular leaf foliage. It thrives in cool climates and is rated 
as one of the best for flavour and one of the earliest maturing. 
 
Tomato, Black Prince Matures In 70 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-120   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Black Sea Man (Determinate)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Black Sea Man Tomatoes may be among the ugliest 
yet most delicious tomatoes grown in gardens across North America. This 
Russian heirloom is dark green and burgundy-red, weighing 12 to 16 
ounces. Black Sea Man Tomato plants will mature to about 4 feet tall and 
require stakes or supports. Black Sea Man Tomatoes are annual plants, 
meaning the plants will grow quickly from seed, produce fruits through the 
summer months, and die with the first frost. A perfect variety for slicing, to 
enjoy as a snack or add to a salad. The Black Sea Man Tomato is an 
outstanding tomato for sandwiches and salads. This Black Sea Man 
heirloom tomato does well growing in mid-sized containers. Harvest when 
the tomato is fully ripe and has expressed its full colour for the best taste—a 
great early black tomato. 
 
Tomato, Black Sea Man Mature In 75 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-121   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomato, Bonny Best (Indeterminate)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Bonny Best produces beautiful bright red tomatoes. 
Highly sought after for its early high yields and superb taste, this heirloom 
favourite is not a thing of the past! The globe-shaped fruits average 140 g (5 
oz.) each. Its firm flesh and few seeds make it an excellent choice for slicing 
and canning. 
 
Tomato, Bonny Best Matures In 55 Days 

 Staking is required 
 
SKU: TOM-122   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Brandywine, Red (Indeterminate)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Red Brandywine Heirloom Tomatoes is an old Amish 
tomato named after Brandywine Creek in Chester County, PA. This tomato 
has vigorous vines and produces tomatoes that consistently win contests for 
the best flavour. The fruit is large with an interesting shape and ripens later in 
the season. Red Brandywine Tomatoes are one of the varieties that helped 
bring back the delicious old-fashioned heirloom tomatoes. This great all-
around heirloom tomato variety is adaptable to any home organic 
vegetable garden. 
 
Tomato, Brandywine, Red Matures In 85 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-123   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Cosmonaut Volkov (Indeterminate)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A Ukrainian heirloom named by Russian space 
engineer/gardener Mikhailovich Maslov, who called the heirloom tomato 
from his family garden after his comrade Vladislav Volkov, a Russian 
astronaut, who died while returning from the first visit to the Earth's first 
space station. Russians grow this variety for prize-winning, 1-2 lb. slightly 
flattened, fluted, pink/red beefsteak tomatoes with a full, complex flavour 
and nice acid/sweet balance—a good variety for cooler growing regions. 
 
Tomato, Cosmonaut Volkov Matures In 72 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-124   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomato, Earl Edgecombe (Indeterminate)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This heirloom from New Zealand is one of the best-
tasting full-size orange tomatoes we've grown. The flavour is rich, sweet and 
tart all at once. The texture is smooth and meaty. Fruits are uniformly round, 
blemish-free and resistant to cracking and blossom end rot. This is an English 
heirloom dating back to the seventh earl of Edgecombe. When the 6th earl 
of Edgecombe died, the next in line was a sheep farmer in New Zealand. 
So when he returned to claim the title, this tomato travelled with him. 
 
Tomato, Cosmonaut Volkov Matures In 72 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-125   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Green Zebra (Indeterminate)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The Green Zebra Tomato plant yields wildly popular, 
beautiful fruit that is chartreuse in colour with deep lime green stripes. 
Green Zebra is an easy-to-grow mid-season tomato. Plants mature late with 
prolific yields of tasty fruit 4-6 cm (1.5-2") round. Skin is smooth, and interior 
texture is firm and pulpy. Green Zebra tomatoes have an excellent, unique 
rich taste commonly described as sweet with an intricate zing. A favourite 
of gourmet chefs, use Green Zebra to enhance the flavour of salsas, soups 
and entrees. Also, enjoy fresh from the garden for a zesty snack! Heirloom 
breeder Thomas Wagner developed green Zebra tomatoes in the mid-
1980s from 4 varieties of heirloom tomatoes. Vines show some resistance to 
Septoria Leaf Spot; for the best flavour, allow Green Zebra tomatoes to 
ripen on the vine fully. A slight yellowish blush in colour and a firm feel with a 
bit of "give" signs the fruit is ripe for picking. Fruit taste bitter if picked too 
early and may become mealy if left too late.  
 
Tomato, Green Zebra Matures In 75 Days 

 Unique, amazing taste 
 
SKU: TOM-126   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Tomato, Market Miracle (Indeterminate)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Perfect, round, red, blemish-free tomatoes come from 
Siberia's markets. These productive, determinate plants produce buckets of 
juicy, 8 cm. tomatoes with a wonderful, balanced, old-fashioned taste. 
 
Tomato, Market Miracle Matures In 75 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-127   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 
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Tomato, GinFiz F1 (Indeterminate)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A Protected-culture tomato that offers traditional, 
heirloom character plus leaf mould resistance, reduced stem scarring, and 
tolerance to shoulder cracking. Provides a strong early flush of fruit to 
complement Margold's later, more sustained production. Nice balance of 
sweetness and acidity. Fruits avg. 8–12 oz. High resistance to Fusarium 
crown and root rot, leaf mould, tomato apex necrosis virus, tomato mosaic 
virus, and Verticillium wilt. 
 
Tomato, Market Miracle Matures In 70 Days 
 
SKU: TOM-128   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Yu Tsai Sum 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Yu Tsai Sum is a type of choi sum. This summer crop is 
also known as Yu Choi. Yu Tsai Sum is grown for its tender flower bud stalks 
(yellow flowers) and glossy, bright green leaves; it is mild and sweet when 
cooked briefly. Stems will be thick (0.5-1cm (.25") if grown and watered well. 
For large plants, sow in rows 30-45cm (12-18") apart. Cut the flower bud stalk 
with a few leaves - new shoots will grow from a leaf axil. Plant Yu Tsai Sum 
seeds in early summer, up to 6 weeks before frost. Early spring plantings may 
bolt. 
 
Yu Tsai Sum Matures in 40 (baby) to 60 (adult) days.  

 Mild and sweet when cooked 
 Grown for the tender flower bud stalks 
 Cool crop 

 
SKU: YUT-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (3 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Zucchini, Costata Romanesca       
ORGANIC! The large, open, bushy heirloom plant produces distinctively 
ribbed Italian heirloom zucchini 30-40cm (12-16"). Fruit is long with pale 
green flecks and ribs on dark, grayish-green skin. Romanesco zucchini 
seeds produce fruits with a delightful nutty taste and a presence 
transcending the world of ordinary zucchini. Technically, Romanesco is a 
type of cocozelle squash, as it develops a bulbous end - zucchinis are 
traditionally evenly thick along their length. Some sources list this old variety 
as Costata Romanesca, or "ribbed Roman." Italy picks it up early at 15cm 
(6") long, with the flower still attached. The vines of this variety are a little 
longer than other summer squash. 
 
Zucchini, Costata Romanesca Matures in 55 days. 
 
SKU: ZUC-101   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Zucchini, Genovese (Organic)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A lovely variety of zucchini from Italy. The fruit is light 
green with no ribbing and tends to lighten out on the end. As with most 
Italian types, there is some variation in fruit appearance, but the flavour is 
consistently delicious. The taste and texture remain tender and delicious 
well beyond the "baby" stage, so you can miss picking for a few days and 
still have tasty zukes. Plants have a relatively large, open bush habit, which 
makes for easy picking—possibly the most productive summer squash. Skin 
is relatively thin (no need to peel!) and can blemish easily. 
 
Zucchini, Genovese Organic Matures in 55 days.  

 Italian variety 
 Tender and delicious as a baby and mature fruit 
 Very productive, and no need to peel 

 
SKU: ZUC-102   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Zucchini, Goldini        
Carol Deppe bred the Goldini Zucchini, in 2016, for its agronomic traits 
(earliness and vigour) and culinary use (whether prepared raw, cooked, or 
dried). Golden, slightly club-shaped fruit are good when eaten small, like a 
traditional market zuke, but flavour and texture peak when the fruit is larger. 
Therefore, picking fruit closer to 1-2 lbs is best.  
 
One of the most exciting uses of this squash is for drying. Carol recommends 
slicing and drying the bigger 2-3 lb fruit for use throughout the year. Highly 
productive and gave harvestable fruit almost daily.  
 
Zucchini, Goldini Organic Matures in 40-50 days.  

 Bred for agronomic traits and culinary use 
 Highly productive 

 
SKU: ZUC-103   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Zucchini, Mutabile       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! A zucchini destined to be a favourite of home 
gardeners and small market farmers alike! Early, deep green fruit forms on 
sturdy bush plants that are resistant to powdery mildew. The real benefit of 
Mutabile is that it yields each week consistently, staying productive for the 
whole season. Plants have an open canopy with few spines. Powdery 
mildew resistance helps keep production and fruit quality high late into the 
season. Mutabile by Turtle Tree Seed in New York discovered this variety in 
Switzerland at Sativa Rheinau, a biodynamic seed company. 
 
Zucchini, Mutabile Organic Matures in 50 days.  

 Early, dark green 
 Powdery mildew resistant 
 Yield consistently 

 
SKU: ZUC-104   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Zucchini, San Pasquale       
A richly flavoured and productive zucchini from Southern Italy that easily 
beats watery hybrid zucchini. Similar to Zucchino Striato di Napoli. The fruit is 
dark green with light green stripes and slight ridges. Produces many male 
flowers, which are great for stuffing or frying and the female flowers hold 
well enough to pick small fruit with flowers still attached. Good choice for 
the garden as San Pasquale is productive but not overwhelmingly. Yield is 
consistent all season long—original seed sourced from the Italian seed 
producer Emanuele Larosa Sementi. 
 
Zucchini, Genovese Organic Matures in 55 days.  

 Southern Italian variety 
 Male flowers are great for stuffing or frying 

 
SKU: ZUC-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Patisson Golden Marbre Scallop       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Bright golden-Bright golden-yellow patty pan squash 
with a delightful nutty flavour. Young fruit is nice and tender, and larger fruit 
is firm and crunchy. Large bushy plants are productive, and the fruit still 
tastes excellent when picked overmature. The incredible thing about this 
summer squash is its ability to store off the plant. We had a few fruits on our 
counter for over a month, and they still cooked up perfectly delicious (we 
did have to scoop out a few seeds, though). Could this be a storage-type 
summer squash? Or is it a dual-purpose summer and winter squash? It 
would be good to sow in spring with the winter squash and again in mid-
summer for a fall crop. A rare heritage French variety that makes us want to 
try many more French types. 
 
Patisson Golden Marbre Scallop Organic Matures in 60 days.  
 
SKU: ZUC-106   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Herbs  

 

Ashwagandha       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Ashwagandha is an evergreen shrub in the 
nightshade family that grows in India, the Middle East and Africa. It is a 
common treatment for stress and may aid in lowering blood pressure, 
relaxing the brain, reducing edema, and affecting the immune system. 
Ashwagandha prefers hot, full sun.  
 
Ashwagandha Matures In 150 Days 
 
SKU: HER-201   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 
 
 

  
  

 

Basil, Genovese       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Genovese Basil is a variety of sweet Basil that 
originated in Italy. Its vigorous, large leaves have a sweet, slightly spicy 
flavour. Genovese Basil produces bright green, lightly crinkled leaves that 
can grow up to 3 inches (8 cm.) long. Fresh or dried basil leaves are 
essential in many Italian, Greek, and Asian dishes. If Genovese basil plants 
go to flower, the flowers can be harvested and used in recipes that call for 
Basil. Pinch the growing tips and flowers to encourage branching and 
ensure larger harvests. 
 
Basil, Genovese Organic Matures In 68 Days 

 Excellent for use in containers 
 Slow to bolt in extreme heat 
 Prefer at least six hours of sunlight each day 

 
SKU: HER-202   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Basil, Holy Basil  (Perennials)   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Tulsi/Sacred basil is one of the best herbs to grow for 
tea. It smells like paradise in a teacup and garden when you walk by. When 
it's flowering, all of the little pollinators love Holy Basil. The flavour is a little 
fruity with an accent of clove and vanilla, making it seem slightly sweet. 
Many types of Holy Basil have been used for centuries in Ayurvedic 
medicine as an anti-inflammatory and helping to alleviate stress. This strain 
is more cool-weather tolerant and productive. It produces lots of healing 
and delicious aromatics. It has a similar flavour to traditional South Asian 
tulsi with some added fruity and vanilla notes. Richo Cech of Strictly 
Medicinal Seeds has confirmed that it contains the essential medicinal 
compounds Eugenol and Rosmarinic Acid. From seed to harvest, Basil is 
ready in as few as 45 days. Basil can grow in full sun, 6 hours of sun. 
 
Basil, Holy Basil Matures In 45 Days 

 Cool-weather tolerant 
 

SKU: HER-203   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 
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Basil, Lime       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This heavenly herb originated in Africa and can't 
handle life outdoors until the evenings are warm. Lime basil says it in the 
name; its long, bright green leaves have a strong citrus aroma and flavour, 
and it is similar in growth to Genovese Basil. A tropical combination of zesty 
lime and sweet Basil, Lime Basil is loved by innovative cooks who add its 
mild flavour to grilled fish, seafood, salad, pasta, garden salads and poultry 
dishes. It is also a lovely addition to marinades, vinegar or jellies. Perfumed, 
2", light green leaves grow on compact, mounding plants that grow to 
about 12" tall. 
 
Basil, Lime Organic Matures In 60-70 Days 
 
SKU: HER-204   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Basil, Purple, Dark Opal       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Purple basils are unusual and attractive in indoor and 
outdoor herb garden containers. Some purple basil plants, such as Dark 
Opal purple basil, are intensely aromatic. Pink flowers add to the beauty of 
the dark purple, almost black leaves. Growing a little more slowly than 
many other basil plants, the blooms of this plant appear in mid to late 
summer. Keep flowers pinched back while using the leaves for culinary or 
medicinal purposes. Harvest often to encourage growth and a more 
attractive Dark Opal basil plant. When you're ready for blooms on the 
plant, please stop using the leaves, as they may become bitter during 
flowering. 
 
Basil, Purple Dark Opal Matures In 60 Days 
 
SKU: HER-205   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Basil, Spicy Globe Greek        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Spicy Globe basil plants are short, have very fragrant 
flavour and are compact, reaching only 6 to 12 inches (15-30 cm.) in most 
gardens. Their attractive round shape makes a great addition to the sunny 
flower bed or herb garden. The flavour of the basil 'Spicy Globe' herb is 
different from most basils, adding a spicy kick to pasta dishes and pestos. It 
is easy to grow, and regular harvesting encourages more growth. Toss 
directly into salads and dressings. Sprinkle on fish, potatoes, or any other 
veggie you choose; make great pesto too. 
 
Basil, Spicy Globe Greek Organic Matures In 70 days.  

 A perennial plant 
 Best when used fresh 

 
SKU: HER-206   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 
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Basil, Sweet Thai Asian        
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Thai Basil is a member of the mint family and has a 
lovely flavour reminiscent of anise, licorice, and clove. Popular among 
Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia cuisines, growing Thai Basil has a 
pleasing aroma similar to sweet Basil and is generally used fresh in recipes. 
Also referred to as 'Sweet Thai,' Thai Basil plants grow to a height of 
between 12 to 18 inches (30.5-45.5 cm.) with leaves 1 to 2 inches (2.5 to 5 
cm.) long on purple stems with purple flowers. Like sweet Basil, Thai Basil is a 
perennial. Rosemary and Thai basil work well planted together, enjoying 
similar well-drained soil, water, and fertilization. Sun is a crucial ingredient. 
Thai basil plants need at least six hours of direct sunlight to flourish. Harvest 
the leaves in the morning when their essential oils are at their peak, and the 
flavour of the growing Thai Basil will be at a premium. Also, water the Thai 
Basil before harvest to intensify the flavour. 
 
Basil, Sweet Thai Asian Organic Matures In 63 Days 
 
SKU: HER-207   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Catnip  (Perennials)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! These fast-growing perennials thrive with plenty of 
sunlight. Catnip (Nepeta cataria) is a herbaceous perennial that thrives in 
much of North America and is very easy to grow. It has a clump-forming 
growth habit with square stems and triangular to oval, gray-green leaves 
with toothed edges that stretch around 3 inches long. Flower spikes appear 
in the late spring to early fall, bearing clusters of tiny blooms that are white 
with light purple markings. 
 
The catnip plant will reach its mature size in a single season; it is a fast and 
aggressive grower and can quickly spread throughout the landscape if not 
kept in check. It is considered invasive in some spots in the United States.  
 
Catnip, Organic Matures In 85 Days 
 
SKU: HER-208   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Chives, Garlic     (Perennials)       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Garlic chives look similar to common chives but taste 
more like—you guessed it—garlic. Native to southeastern Asia, other 
common names for garlic chives include Chinese chives and Chinese leek. 
This perennial, clump-forming herb is a member of the onion family. Unlike 
onions and different types of garlic, the fibrous bulbs of garlic chives are not 
edible. Instead, all parts of the plant emit a robust and oniony scent when 
cut or crushed, while the flower scent resembles violets. Grown for its edible 
leaves and flowers, the gray-green leaves grow up to 12 inches long, and 
flowers bloom on sturdy stems just above the foliage. Unlike the hollow 
onion chive leaves, the leaves of garlic chives are flat and grow like grass. 
Attracting butterflies, the tiny, star-shaped, creamy white flowers bloom with 
striped tepals in loose clusters from late summer through fall. Mature plants 
can reach up to 3 feet tall and easily grow.  
 
Chives, Garlic Matures In 80-90 Days 
 
SKU: HER-209   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 
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Cilantro, Calypso      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! While other types of cilantro have sent up their tall 
flower stalks and set seed, Calypso cilantro remains bushy and productive. 
This compact, low-growing variety comes from a British breeding program, 
and it's the slowest to bolt in side-by-side trials — resisting the urge to bolt by 
as many as three weeks. Its fragrance adds a distinctive flavour to broths, 
tacos, and countless other meals. Its low growing point allows it to regrow 
after multiple cuts for an extended harvest. 
 
Cilantro, Calypso Matures In 50 Days 

 Slowest bolting variety 
 Multiple harvests, Repeat sowings 
 Excellent flavour 

 
SKU: HER-210   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Dill, Hera      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Hera Dill is a highly productive variety. Plant height 
averages 61 cm (24"), producing feathery blue-green foliage on short stalks 
with exceptional aroma and flavour. Good disease resistance. It is a later 
bolting variety, about two weeks later than Bouquet Dill, and provides a 
tremendous beneficial-insect habitat in the garden and can reseed 
prolifically. Hera Dill is used in many pickling recipes, including seafood, 
soups, sauces, and potatoes. However, Dill tends to bolt if transplanted, so it 
is best to direct sow. 
 
Dill, Hera Matures In 55-70 Days 

 Best left alone once established 
 A later bolting variety 

 
SKU: HER-211   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Dill, Ambrosia       
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Popular Polish variety is grown for fresh use, dill pickles, 
and frozen and dried production; heavenly in the garden and an essential 
ingredient for many pickle recipes. Early to mature and slow to bolt, its 
harvest season is significantly longer than other varieties. Thanks to its dense 
lateral branching habit, fresh leaf yields are heavy. Striking intense colour, 
fragrance and flavour. Good resistance to disease, drought and cold. An 
amazingly fragrant variety of dill. Also delicious in borscht (beet soup) and 
cooked with fish or potatoes. Flowers are beautiful to pollinators.  
 
Dill, Ambrosia Matures In 35 Days 

 Resistance to disease, drought and cold 
 Attract pollinators 

 
SKU: HER-212   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 Seedling per pot) 
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Jamaican Sorrel (Hibiscus)  
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Jamaican Sorrel, or Roselle, is a species of flowering 
plant from the Hibiscus family native to Africa. Before reaching Asia and the 
West Indies, it was mainly present in West Africa in the 16th to early 17th 
century. Today, the gorgeous red plant, primarily known as the Jamaican 
Sorrel, named after its edible leaves, is a short-lived perennial growing up to 
7 feet tall; the flowers bloom in late fall through early winter. Sorrel is a 
sweet, gingery, wine-hued Jamaican drink that's always been a part of my 
Christmas tradition, offered as an option alongside eggnog and rum punch 
at holiday parties and tree trimmings. Its seasonal popularity is due to the 
time of year; its primary ingredient, the blossoms of the hibiscus plant, were 
harvested initially and cultivated in the Caribbean. These days, sorrel is 
available for purchase—as processed or whole dried blossoms, or even 
steeped and bottled—at all times of the year. It contains antioxidants and 
nutrients like fibre, vitamin C, and magnesium. 
 
Jamaican Sorrel Matures In 60 Days 
 
SKU: HER213   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Lavender, Ellagance Purple      
ORGANIC! Lavender is a low-growing shrub native to the Mediterranean 
region. The fragrant flowers and foliage make it a favourite for herb 
gardens and the perennial border. It will also grow fine in tubs or containers, 
but the plants may need winter shelter in colder regions. The ‘Ellagance’ 
Series of Lavender is compact and flowers the first year. This selection 
produces grey-green leaves with spikes of deep violet-blue flowers. Prune 
lightly in early spring, no harder than 4 inches. Lavender MUST have good 
drainage to avoid root rot problems. Consider growing in a raised bed or 
rock garden. A seed-grown selection introduced by Kieft Seeds of the 
Netherlands. Winner of a European Fleuroselect Gold Medal (2006) 
 
Lavender, Ellagance Purple   
 
SKU: HER214   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    
 

  
  

 

Lavender, Munstead   
ORGANIC! Munstead lavender is a popular cultivar of the most widely-
grown lavender species, English lavender (Lavandula angustifolia). 
Munstead lavender is compact and grows slowly, and fits in containers. The 
plant is characterized by its narrow gray-green foliage that mounds in a 
dense and aromatic woody perennial. Delicate purple flowers surround the 
spiky stem tips in summer. It blooms earlier than other English lavenders and, 
unlike French lavender, is cold hardy. This means it can also be grown in 
climates where the thermometer falls below 32 degrees Fahrenheit. Its 
sweet scent makes it one of the best lavenders for potpourris, sachets, and 
cooking. Dried sprigs can be used for wreath-making and other crafts. 
Keep in mind, however, that Munstead lavender is toxic to cats, dogs, and 
horses. 
 
Lavender, Munstead Blooms During the Spring and Summer 
 
SKU: HER215   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 seedling per pot)    
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Moringa   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Moringa is a plant native to India and Nepal; it's 
known as the "miracle tree" and "tree of life." Today it's also grown in Asia, 
Latin America, West East and South Africa, the Caribbean, Florida and the 
Pacific Islands. For centuries, folks in India, Africa and the Caribbean have 
used this plant's roots, leaves, flowers, and seeds for food and medicine. 
Moringa has many essential vitamins and minerals. The leaves have seven 
times more vitamin C than oranges and 15 times more potassium than 
bananas. It also has calcium, protein, iron, and amino acids. Moringa 
powder, made from moringa tree leaves, has several science-backed 
benefits and medicinal uses. This superfood has been used as a traditional 
remedy in phytomedicine and ayurvedic healing for thousands of years. 
Moringa leaves stick out as a superfood because one cup of chopped 
leaves is considered a good source of iron, calcium, vitamin C, vitamin B6, 
and riboflavin and has notable amounts of potassium, vitamin A, vitamin E, 
and magnesium. 
 
SKU: HER216   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    

  
  

 

Marjoram, Sweet      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Marjoram is a unique herb popular in many 
Mediterranean dishes. It has long been used as an herbal medicine and 
contains several compounds that may offer health benefits. Marjoram, also 
known as sweet marjoram, is an aromatic herb in the mint family grown in 
the Mediterranean, North Africa, and Western Asia for thousands of years. 
While similar to Oregano, it has a milder flavour and is often used to garnish 
salads, soups, and meat dishes.  
 
Marjoram, Sweet Matures In 60-90 Days 
 
SKU: HER217   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    

  
  

 

Mint, Applemint   (Perennials)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The bright green leaves of Apple mint are uniquely 
round with slightly toothed edges. Apple mint's leaves and stems are 
covered in fine hairs, hence its nickname, woolly mint. It imparts a fruity 
aroma with apple nuances, although it has less mint flavour than other 
culinary mint varieties. When allowed to bloom, Apple mint will produce 
spears of white to pale pink flowers. 
 
SKU: HER218   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)     
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Mint, Balkan    (Perennials)      
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER219   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    

  
  

 

Mint, Banana     (Perennials)       
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER220   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    

  
  

 

Mint, Chocolate     (Perennials)   
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER221   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    
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Mint, Corsican     (Perennials)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER222   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    

  
  

 

Mint, Jamaican     (Perennials)   
Jamaican Mint, also known as Kama Sutra Mint, or Costa Rican Mint is 
tropical perennial shrub or small tree native to Costa Rica. Kama Sutra Mint 
has beautiful, delightfully fragrant, foliage year-round.   
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER223   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    
 

  
  

 

Mint, Moroccan     (Perennials)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER224   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    
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Mint, Korean     (Perennials)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER225   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    

  
  

 

Mint, Spearmint     (Perennials)   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER226   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    

  
  

 

Mint, Peppermint     (Perennials)   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKU: HER227   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot)    
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Oregano, Greek   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Greek Oregano offers the best, most pungently 
flavoured Oregano leaves for cooking. Plants are hardy when established 
and impart a wonderful wild mountain aroma in the garden with their tiny 
white or pink flowers. Bees adore Oregano when it is in bloom. Oregano is 
one of the best herbs for drying because it maintains a strong flavour for 
months after harvest. Pick and dry whole stalks or plants - hang them upside 
down in an airy place out of direct sunlight. Once the plants are 
dehydrated, store them in open plastic bags. Otherwise, pull off the leaves 
and store them in sealed jars—Greek oregano pairs brilliantly with meats, 
eggs, and roasted vegetables like zucchini and eggplant. 
 
Oregano, Greek Matures In 80 Days 

 Best leaves for cooking 
 Attracts pollinators 

 
SKU: HER228   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Parsley, Curly   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! The plants have short, strong stems that support 
significant clusters of highly curled, dark-green leaves. The flavour is 
distinctly savoury without being bitter. Parsley adds a subtle but critical 
flavour to a host of Mediterranean dishes. It is widely used in companion 
planting because its strong scent repels insects like the Asparagus Beetle. 
Parsley likes asparagus, carrots, chives, corn, onions, and tomatoes. The 
leaves can be sprinkled on asparagus to repel asparagus beetles and 
around roses to improve their scent. Let some of your parsley bloom to 
attract hoverflies and predatory wasps. Parsley is a biennial plant that forms 
a long (edible) tap root. Choose deep pots for container growing. 
 
Parsley, Curl Matures in 80 days. 

 Non-bitter flavour 
 Attracts beneficial insects 
 Open-pollinated 

 
SKU: HER229   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (1 Seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Parsley, Laica   
ORGANIC! A smooth, large-leaved, dark green parsley that's high-yielding 
and quick to grow. A very nutritious and tasty addition to meat and 
vegetable dishes, soups and salads. Excellent for freezing, drying and fresh 
eating. 
 
Parsley, Laica Matures In 70 Days 
 
SKU: HER230   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 
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Thyme,   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) is an herb with a distinct smell. 
Flowers, leaves, and oil are commonly used to flavour foods and used as 
medicine. Thyme has anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, and antiseptic 
properties, which is why it has long been used to help heal cuts, bruises, 
and scrapes. Thyme contains five products used topically to help speed the 
healing process, and consuming thyme helps reduce inflammation in the 
body. In addition, Thyme contains chemicals that might help bacterial and 
fungal infections and have antioxidant effects. 
 
Thyme Matures In 60 Days 
 
SKU: HER231   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Jamaican Sorrel (Hibiscus)  
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Jamaican Sorrel, or Roselle, is a species of flowering 
plant from the Hibiscus family native to Africa. Before reaching Asia and the 
West Indies, it was mainly present in West Africa in the 16th to early 17th 
century. Today, the gorgeous red plant, primarily known as the Jamaican 
Sorrel, named after its edible leaves, is a short-lived perennial growing up to 
7 feet tall; the flowers bloom in late fall through early winter. Sorrel is a 
sweet, gingery, wine-hued Jamaican drink that's always been a part of my 
Christmas tradition, offered as an option alongside eggnog and rum punch 
at holiday parties and tree trimmings. Its seasonal popularity is due to the 
time of year; its primary ingredient, the blossoms of the hibiscus plant, were 
harvested initially and cultivated in the Caribbean. These days, sorrel is 
available for purchase—as processed or whole dried blossoms, or even 
steeped and bottled—at all times of the year. It contains antioxidants and 
nutrients like fibre, vitamin C, and magnesium. 
 
Jamaican Sorrel Matures In 60 Days 
 
SKU: HER232   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Stevia   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Stevia is a plant that is a member of the 
chrysanthemum family. Centuries ago, Natives of Paraguay used the leaves 
of this small, herbaceous, semi-bushy, perennial shrub to sweeten their bitter 
drinks. It is a small seasonal plant native to Brazil and Paraguay, which 
grows to 30–60 centimetres (1–2 feet); the flowers are typically trimmed to 
improve the taste of the leaves. Stevia is widely grown for its leaves, from 
which extracts can be used as sweeteners. Stevia products in grocery stores 
don't contain whole stevia leaf. Instead, use Stevia extracts in 
cooked/baked goods or beverages. In the Pacific Rim countries, stevia is 
regularly used to prepare food and pharmaceutical products.  
 
Stevia Matures In 40 Days 

 Require 6 to 8 hours of sunlight. 
 
SKU: HER233   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot) 
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Tarragon, Russian   
ORGANIC! Perennial. Milder than French Tarragon in flavour but much more 
challenging when it comes to resilience in colder climates & poor soil 
conditions! Tarragons are in the Artemisia family—a phenomenal hub of 
wild bees during autumn. 
 
Tarragon, Russian Matures in 90 Days 
 
SKU: HER234   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Sage, Broadleaved   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Broadleaf Sage is a perennial herb that is a popular 
addition to many meat, egg and cheese dishes. Sage works great to 
flavour savoury foods like sausage, dressing or stuffing and homemade 
cheese. Sage plants average 20″ tall but can get as large as 3 feet. Plants 
produce stalks of gray to green leaves with purple flowers. Sage leaves may 
be used fresh or allowed to dry. Dried herbs will typically have a more 
concentrated flavour than fresh ones. 
 
Sage, Broadleaved, is Mature 80 Days after transplanting. 
 
SKU: HER235   |   Seedlings: $5.75 (1 Seedling per pot) 
 

  
  
  
  

Fruits 
 

 

Ground Cherries  
ORGANIC! Ground cherries are not very well known, but they are easy to 
grow in the garden with minimal pest and disease problems. Their small, 
yellow-orange fruits have a sweet-tart flavour similar to pineapple with a 
faint background flavour of tomato. Ground cherries are part of the same 
plant family, Solanaceae, as tomatoes and aren’t related to actual 
cherries. Instead, ground cherry plants look like small, sprawling shrubs with 
bright green leaves with toothed edges. They sport yellow flowers in the 
summer before bearing fruit in the late summer to early fall wrapped in a 
papery husk, much like their relative tomatillos. Plant ground cherries in the 
spring. As annuals, they have a fast growth rate and complete their life 
cycle in one season. Before planting, note that all parts of ground cherry 
plants except the fruit are toxic to people and pets. 
 
Garden Huckleberry Bear Fruits in 70 Days 
 
SKU: FRU401   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 
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Garden Huckleberry   
ORGANIC! Garden Huckleberry is native to Africa and is not a true 
huckleberry nor a ground cherry. Garden Huckleberry seeds are started 
indoors around the same time as tomato seeds and transplanted outside at 
the same time as your tomato seedlings. The small, 1cm (1/2") fruits begin to 
set early, turning from bright green to jet black. Best used as a fruit for 
cooking and sweetening, with a flavour reminiscent of blueberries and 
Concorde grapes. Garden Huckleberry is a nightshade family member who 
like tomatoes and eggplants, should not be eaten unripe. Also, do not eat 
fruits with green skin showing, as they are slightly toxic. The tiny seeds are 
easy to save for planting the following year.  
 
Garden Huckleberry Bear Fruits in 80 Days 
 
SKU: FRU402   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Melon, Heart of Gold    
ORGANIC HYBRID!Heart of Gold is an aromatic, sweet, deep orange-
fleshed melon. Expect the round fruit to range from 12.5 cm to 16.5 cm (5-
7″) in diameter with a small seed cavity. The rind is green with a heavily 
netted grey outer skin. Melons average 1.5 kg (3.3 lbs) weight at harvest. 
Heart of Gold is another heirloom grown for over 100 years. 
 
Melon, Heart of Gold Bear Fruits in 80 and 90 Days.  
 
SKU: FRU403   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Melon, Tirreno  
Organic Grow this wonderful Tuscan cantaloupe in a poly-tunnel or under 
a cloche and be rewarded with 1.7kg (60 oz), heavily netted, sweetly 
fleshed fruits. The extra heat a cloche provides will make the plants far more 
productive, but they will also produce in a regularly raised garden bed. The 
even, dark green sutures on Tirreno melons develop a yellow tinge at peak 
ripeness, telling you exactly when to harvest. The flesh is rich orange with a 
crisp texture and excellent sweet flavour with a brix rating of 13-15%. 
 
Melon, Tirreno Organic Bear Fruits in 80 Days. (Hybrid seeds) 

 Sutures develop a yellow tinge when ripe 
 1.7kg heavily netted, sweet fruits 
 Grow in a poly-tunnel or under a cloche 

 
SKU: FRU404   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 
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Melon, Charentais Organic   
ORGANIC! A famous superb heirloom French melon--super sweet and very 
fragrant. It is a small variety of melon, around the size of a softball. It has 
flesh similar to most cantaloupes but with a distinct and more intense 
aroma and a pinker hue. It originated in the Charentes region of France 
and is most associated with the Provençal area around Cavaillon. Most true 
Charentais melons are grown in and around this region and are almost 
exclusively available in France. 
 
Melon, Charentais Organic Bear Fruits in 85 Days.    
 
SKU: FRU405   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Watermelon, Sugar Baby   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Sugar Baby Organic watermelon is a classic heirloom 
icebox-type melon that first appeared in 1959. Sugar Baby melons produce 
watermelons with a thin, hard rind with distinct stripes. The flesh is firm, 
sweet, almost orange-red, with tiny, apple-like seeds. The fruits grow 18cm 
(7″) in diameter on vines that can be grown along the ground or up a trellis. 
Provide as much heat as possible for Sugar Baby melon's best productivity 
by growing under a cloche, in a greenhouse, or raised beds. Be sure to use 
very fertile soil and provide even moisture through the growing season. 
 
Watermelon, Sugar Baby Bear Fruits in 82 Days.  

 Firm, sweet, orange-red flesh 
 Round fruits grow to 18cm (7") 
 Heirlooms dating back to 1959 

 
SKU: FRU406   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 

  
  

 

Watermelon, Blacktail Mountain   
ORGANIC! Blacktail Mountain Watermelon is one of the earliest 
watermelons known; it is superb for the North but also grows well in heat 
and drought. The flesh is red and deliciously sweet. The fruit has a dark rind 
and weighs 8-12 lbs each. Our friend Glenn Drowns, owner of the Sand Hill 
Preservation Center in Iowa, developed this excellent variety. A favourite of 
many gardeners across the USA. One of the best we have ever tried! 
 
Strawberries, Rowena Hybrid Bear Fruits In 70 Days. 
 
SKU: FRU407   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 
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Strawberries, Hybrid    
ORGANIC HYBRID! High Yield and Weather Resistance. Strawberry F1 hybrid 
Rowena showed remarkably high yield and weather resistance results in 
open field culture. Rowena was confirmed in consecutive trials on Trial 
Station Zwaagdijk as a very productive ever-bearer. Fruit of Rowena 
showed excellent transportability and shelf life.  
 
Strawberries, Rowena Hybrid Bear Fruits In 120 Days 
 
SKU: FRU408   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 Seedling per pot) 
 

  
  
  
  
  
Edible Flowers  

 

Calendula, Flashback   
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Flowers are orange, apricot, peachy, vanilla or yellow 
with flashy red or maroon backs. There is a high percentage of bicolours 
and double and semi-double blooms. Excellent for cutting and edible too. 
As the flowers fold up for the night, they reveal their flashy backsides, hence 
the name. This is a real show-stopper in the garden. It is early to bloom and 
produces another flush of heavy bloom in the fall till frost comes. 
 
Calendula, Flashback Blooms In 50-55 days 
 
SKU: EFL301   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (Several seedlings per pot) 
 
 
 

  
  

 

Pansy, Back to Black 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This petite pansy blooms in the first year over a long 
period. Just 14 to 16 weeks after seeding, its small, very dark, flat-faced 
flowers began appearing. With regular deadheading Back to Black just 
blooms and blooms. The foliar growth is vigorous, but the stature of the 
plants remains compact at about 15cm (6") tall. It would look great in 
containers or window boxes but looks terrific in mass plantings. The flowers 
are intense purple but so deep that they appear black from a few feet 
away. Each delicate flower is streaked in the centre by a brush of golden 
yellow. The edible flower petals look amazing, scattered on ice cream. Sow 
in early spring for summer flowers or as late as July for winter blooms.  
 
Pansy, Back to Black Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL302   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 
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Pansy, Fizzy Fruit Salad 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This spreading hybrid pansy has exceptional 
overwintering ability. Ruffled petals in various colours bring a dramatic 
splash of vibrancy to the winter garden. Sow Fizzy Fruit Salad Mix Viola seeds 
in July and August for blooms from October to the following May. They look 
incredible in containers and hanging baskets and particularly spectacular 
in mass bedding plantings. The broad pansy faces, fancy frilled petals, and 
dazzling colours bring an extraordinary look to any garden. Much needed 
colour for an otherwise subdued winter palette. Be sure to plant your winter 
flowering pansies the previous summer. 
 
Pansy, Fizzy Fruit Salad Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL303   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 
 
  

  
  

 

Pansy, Swiss Giants Mix 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This spreading hybrid pansy has exceptional 
overwintering ability. Ruffled petals in various colours bring a dramatic 
splash of vibrancy to the winter garden. Sow Fizzy Fruit Salad Mix Viola seeds 
in July and August for blooms from October to May. They look incredible in 
containers and hanging baskets and particularly spectacular in mass 
bedding plantings. The wide pansy faces, fancy frilled petals, and dazzling 
colours bring any garden a unique look. They have much-needed colour 
for an otherwise subdued winter palette. Be sure to plant your winter 
flowering pansies the previous summer. 
 
Pansy, Swiss Giants Mix Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL304   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 
 
  

  
  

 

Pansy, Envy 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC!  This artsy Pansy blends dusky tones of olive green with 
splashes of coffee, yellow and tortoise, giving the blooms an avant-garde 
edge. These tidy 10-inch tall plants will sparkle in beds, borders and salads!  
 
Pansy, Envy Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL305   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 
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Pansy, Historic Florist Mix 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC!  A throwback to the smaller antique pansies, with a 
lovely mix of shades from plum to bronze with canary yellow centers. Tuck 
these tidy 8-inch tall beauties into beds, borders, containers and cottage 
gardens and don’t forget that the blooms are also edible! 
 
Pansy, Historic Florist Mix Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL306   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Pansy, Brush Strokes 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC!  Annual. A stunning re-selection of the striped pansies 
and violas of yesteryear, these vibrant beauties have disappeared, so we 
are excited to bring back this colour scheme to the garden again. So 
appropriately named, the petals look like a painting, each blooming with 
unique markings. This pansy loves cool weather, and the flowers are edible 
and delicious, perfect for salads, desserts, garnishes, and more! The blooms 
are striking and will make a statement in pots, borders, and beds. 
 
Pansy, Brush Strokes Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL307   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  

 

Pansy, Miniola Heart Aqua 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC!  A charming and diminutive viola with fabulous, heart-
shaped blooms in an unusual colour combination of mustard green and 
aqua blue! This striking viola stands 6 inches tall and blooms 6 to 8 weeks 
from sowing, making it ideal for containers, beds, borders and planting en 
masse. Don’t forget -- these beautiful blooms are edible! SKU: EFL307   |   
Seedlings: $4.65 (2 seedlings per pot) 
 
Pansy, Miniola Heart Aqua Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL308   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 
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Pansy, Antique Laeta 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! These dainty, dime-sized blooms are adorable. The 
petals are coloured like fresh-churned spring butter with a dollop of jammy 
plum at each center. Plants average 3-4 inches tall by 4-6 inches wide. 
These one-of-a-kind dwarf violas look super sweet, peeking out of tiny pots 
tucked into the fairy garden or planted in borders, beds, or window boxes. 
The blooms are edible, topping baked goods with a perfect touch of 
elegance. 
 
Pansy, Antique Laeta Blooms In 85 Days    
 
SKU: EFL309   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Nasturtium, Empress of India     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! This old heirloom variety has stunning crimson flowers 
that rise above cascading, deep green leaves for hanging baskets or 
planters. Empress of India's nasturtium seeds produce flowers that make a 
striking contrast that never fails to attract attention. This variety matures to 
heights of 30cm (12"). Nasturtiums are reasonably tough plants and quite 
drought-tolerant. The edible flowers produced by this nasturtium are so 
intensely bright red that they look amazing in salads. Save some of the fresh 
seeds produced by your nasturtiums for pickling. They make excellent 
capers. Try planting some seeds as microgreens for their powerful, peppery 
kick. 
 
Nasturtium, Empress of India, Blooms In 55-65 Days    
 
SKU: EFL310   |   Seedlings: $4.65 (3 seedlings per pot) 

  
  

 

Nasturtium, Alaska Mix     
CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Nasturtiums are one of the most multi-functional plants 
you can grow. They are ideal for every survival food and medicinal garden; 
you can eat the ENTIRE plant! The leaves have a slightly warm peppery 
flavour similar to watercress and rocket. The flowers are milder with sweet 
nectar. The seeds, though hot and fragrant, are edible too. A warning: 
never eat any flower or plant treated with pesticides or other chemicals! 
Start with organic seeds. The leaves are high in vitamin C (supports a strong 
immune system), iron and other minerals. The flowers are plentiful in vitamins 
B1, B2, B3 and C and contain manganese, iron, phosphorus, phosphorus, 
and calcium. 
 
Nasturtium, Alaska Mix, Blooms In 55-65 Days    
 
SKU: EFL311   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (3 seedlings per pot) 
 

  
  
  

 
 


	Callaloo, Red & Green, Chinese Spinach   
	Callaloo, Red Organic Matures In 50 Days
	Cauliflower, Cheddar Hybrid    
	Cauliflower, Cheddar Hybrid Matures in 80 Days
	Chives     

	Cucamelons, Mexican Sour Gherkins    
	Cucamelons, Mexican Sour Gerkins Matures in 60-70 Days
	Cucumber, Marketmore    

	Cucumber, True Lemon     
	 Heirlooms, introduced in 1894
	Cucumber, Wisconsin SMR-58 Pickling    

	Cucumber, Jamaican Burr Gherkin
	Eggplant, Black Beauty      
	Eggplant, Diamond     

	Eggplant, Gboma 
	Eggplant, Gboma Matures in 80-100 Days
	Eggplant, Little Finger     

	Eggplant, Millionaire     CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Early, long, slender oriental type. 200g (7oz), 
	Eggplant, Millionaire Matures is 60-65 days.
	SKU: EGG-105   |   Seedlings: $4.75 (2 seedlings per pot)
	Eggplant, Rosa Bianca      

	Eggplant, Rosa Bianca Matures in 70-80 Days
	Kale, Lacinato Organic     
	Kale, Red Russian    
	Kale, Red Russian Days to maturity: 21 days for baby leaves, 50 days to full size
	Kale, Vates Blue Curled    
	Leek, Musselburgh Organic     
	Lettuce, Red Salad Bowl     
	Lettuce, Parris Island Romaine     
	Lettuce, Tom Thumb     
	Lettuce, Buttercrunch      
	Lettuce, Fast & Furious Blend Organic      
	Onion, Welsh Organic     
	Onion, Cabernet Organic     

	Peas, Cascadia Organic     
	Peas, Mammoth Melting Sugar      
	Pea, Purple Mist Organic     
	Pepper, Aji Marchant (Hot 40,000-50,000 on the Scoville Heat Scale)     

	Pepper, Cayenne Ring-O-Fire (Hot 20,000 on the Scoville Heat Scale)       CERTIFIED ORGANIC! "And it burns, burns, burns," just like Johnny Cash said.Ring-O-Fire is an improved cayenne that matures earlier and has a glossy sheen with a fire engine red colour. Prolific and dependable plants reach heights of 18" tall and produce loads of thin-skinned 4" fruits, great for eating fresh, dried, or powdered. Heat is milder than other cayenne varieties, resulting in excellent peppers for fresh preparations.
	Peppers, Bright Star Bright orange fruits with pleasant, sweet, crisp flavour. Produces blocky, 3-4”, mostly 4 lobed fruits. One of the best orange varieties for outdoor
	production. Plants form strong, medium-sized plants.    
	Peppers, California Wonder      
	Spinach, Molokhia Egyptian     
	Zucchini, Costata Romanesca      
	Zucchini, Costata Romanesca Matures in 55 days.
	Zucchini, Genovese (Organic)      
	Zucchini, Goldini       
	Zucchini, Mutabile      
	Zucchini, San Pasquale      
	Patisson Golden Marbre Scallop      
	Watermelon, Sugar Baby  
	Watermelon, Sugar Baby Bear Fruits in 82 Days. 


